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ABSTRACT

Nuclear energy and electrochemical energy storage, such as batteries, are key parts to the clean energy transition of critical infrastructure. This work aims to define, monitor, and modify interfacial layers that would improve the utility of materials in harsh environments seen in nuclear and energy storage applications. First, the studying of zirconium alloys, which is used as nuclear cladding, was done to better understand the degradation mechanisms within an extreme environment. High-resolution characterization techniques were used to correlate corrosion mechanisms to equivalent circuit models from novel in-pile electrochemical impedance spectroscopy sensors. Advancement in this sensor technology could provide further insight and monitoring of the complex degradation mechanisms in a harsh nuclear core environment. A novel method was developed to spatially map Raman spectral features throughout the oxide cross-section, revealing a direct correlation between tetragonal zirconia phase and compressive stress, thus supporting the theory of a stress-induced breakaway phenomenon. Additionally, a comparison of interface- and relaxed-tetragonal phase revealed a difference in stabilization mechanisms, where relaxed-tetragonal phase is stabilized solely from sub-stoichiometric contributions. Coupling Raman mapping with elemental analysis via energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy led to a distinction of secondary-phase particles and their nobility relative to surrounding zirconium oxide and metal. Lastly, a p-n junction at the tetragonal/monoclinic zirconia interface was observed,
supporting the theory that the tetragonal layer at the metal/oxide interface provides an additional barrier to an otherwise diffusion-limited oxidation mechanism.

Other interfacial studies were conducted on next-generation battery anodes. High-capacity lithium, deemed the “Holy Grail” of battery materials, undergoes unstable interactions in most, if not all, environments. In a cell, this causes poor cycle life and/or possible safety concerns via dendritic-driven short circuiting. Novel development of lithium-metal batteries was accomplished firstly with a facile design of a closed-host, porous/dense bi-layer interfacial structure formed on lithium through a two-step ex situ/in situ process, only made possible with an electrolyte additive included in the cell. This design prevented dendrite growth, improved interfacial flexibility and ionic conduction when compared to a traditional LiF coating, reduced volume fluctuations, and prevented extensive parasitic reactions. In summary, the works presented here were done in effort to better understand and control interfacial mechanisms in both nuclear energy and energy storage fields.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Since the Industrial Revolution of the 19th century, humans have exponentially developed, leading to an increase in life expectancy, improved quality of life, and advancement in technology and understanding of our world. Overall, many people on Earth today have established access to basic needs such as food, shelter, and access to advanced medical care, as well as higher-level needs like access to energy, technology, and information. However, other drastic changes we are witnessing include an increase in global temperature, extreme weather patterns, and species extinction [1-5]. The correlation between human activity and these negative effects on our environment has been well established. The recognition of carbon dioxide’s ability to trap heat and how that could change our environment is credited to Eunice Newton Foote’s published work in 1856, which states “An atmosphere of that gas (CO₂) would give to our earth a high temperature” [6]. The rate at which our environment is changing is atypical, correlating to a high output in greenhouse gases (GHG) such as CO₂, formed from processes that have afforded the advancement of society. In our technological and social advances, the cost has been destruction of non-renewable resources that are necessary for our continued prosperity. We are seeing the extreme cases of what climate change can mean for our future existence on this planet; for example, increasing rates in extreme weather such as hurricanes, fires, and winter storms have exposed instability in our energy infrastructure, leading to destruction seen especially in our most vulnerable countries and communities.
The transition to a reduced environmental impact while maintaining our level of security is of the upmost importance.

Many leaders have taken verbal action to combat climate destruction, such as the signing of the Paris Agreement of 2015 by 196 countries to limit global warming to below 2°C compared to pre-industrial levels (with a preferred goal of being below 1.5°C). Efforts to back verbal agreements like this must happen in a drastic manner. The largest sector to make changes is energy, which according to the International Energy Agency (IEA) is the greatest source of GHG emissions. The IEA has published a roadmap for future global energy modifications to reach net-zero emissions by 2050, which many experts have identified as the point to reach the lofty goal of limiting global warming below 1.5°C increase [8, 9]. Therefore, in just three decades we need to advance cleaner energy technologies, such as improved energy-efficiency, carbon capture usage and storage/sequestration [10], replacement of gas and oil with cleaner energy producers [11], and securing cleaner supply chains throughout the existence of material and energy lifecycles (i.e., holistic decarbonization along material extraction, manufacturing, usage, and reuse/recycling methods) [12-15].

Two major utilities of a decarbonized energy transition are nuclear energy and energy storage. According to the Nuclear Energy Institute, nuclear energy generates nearly 20% of all electricity in the United States, accounting for more than half of the country’s clean energy generation. Energy storage, such as batteries, is commonly coupled with intermittent, non-dispatchable wind and solar energy resources to align with peak energy demands. Batteries are also replacing gas-dependent combustion engines in our vehicle fleet, reducing GHG emissions in the transportation sector. In order to expand
the feasibility of both nuclear and storage technologies in the energy sector, the
electrochemical degradation of crucial materials during operation needs to be addressed.
For instance, extreme conditions in a nuclear reactor cause degradation of the material
that encapsulates the uranium-based fuel, i.e., cladding, thus restricting long-life energy
production in an efficient manner. In a battery, the degradation of electrodes, such as
lithium metal, causes rapid fade in capacity, as well as dendrite growth that can lead to
dangerous short circuiting.

The surface of a material can be thought of as an interfacial defect, where reduced
coordination and increased free energy initiates reactions with a surrounding
environment, driving eventual operational failure [16]. For example, electrochemical
degradation (i.e., corrosion) occurring at the interface leads to reduced material
sustainability. The economic costs (e.g., material loss, overdesign, reduced efficiency,
etc.) of corrosion is massive, where a conservative estimate of over $100B is spent each
year in the United States on corrosion [17]. Estimates also rarely incorporate newer
energy technologies, such as batteries, where material degradation prevents reaching
lifetime competitiveness with traditional technologies such as combustion engines or
coal-fired plants. Overall, the failure of materials through electrochemical degradation is
a limiting factor to advancing many cleaner energy technologies. This work will discuss
the two major topics of nuclear energy and batteries, focusing on advances in methods to
reduce degradation of critical materials, along with advanced characterization of these
materials.

The rest of this dissertation starts with a general introduction of nuclear energy
(Chapter 2) and batteries (Chapter 3). Chapter 4 provides an introduction and insight into
different characterization tools that were used throughout my PhD efforts. Chapters 5-8 are my first-author publications. Chapter 5 discusses the improved repeatability and enhanced measurement of the scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM) technique. With the use of an inert gold standard, a reduction in Volta potential deviation for a CuSil brazed stainless-steel system was observed across different SKPFM probes used, pointing to a direction of better technique usage in order to have direct comparison to other’s works throughout many fields, such as corrosion and energy storage. Chapter 6 focuses on Raman spectroscopy as a tool to map different characteristics of zirconium cladding and its alloys, such as stress state and oxide make-up. These parameters were related to better understand the oxidation mechanism and cladding stability. Chapter 7 expands on this work by co-localizing Raman mapping with SKPFM and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to further the understanding of the oxidation mechanism for zirconium cladding. Here, it was shown that tetragonal zirconia stabilized nearest the metal interface is an additional barrier to an otherwise diffusion-limited oxidation mechanism. Chapter 8 discusses a novel treatment of lithium metal anode in a battery, where a porous LiF-rich layer was produced on the lithium metal surface prior to exposure to electrolyte. With the support of LiNO₃ as an additive in the electrolyte, a bilayer structure was formed that improved ionic flux and maintained structural integrity over cycles when compared to both standard lithium foil and dense LiF coating. Chapter 9 summarizes all this work, along with possible directions for future research in these fields.
CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR ENERGY

The utilization of atomic, or nuclear, energy was first realized as a viable electrical energy source in 1951, when INL’s Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 1 (EBR-I) supplied this form of energy to illuminate four 200-watt light bulbs. Four years later, Argonne National Laboratory progressed the results from EBR-I to power the city of Arco, Idaho, making it the first city to be powered by nuclear energy. Since that time, nuclear energy has been recognized around the world as an effective and low carbon-emission energy source. Outside of the United States, other countries such as France, Slovakia, Ukraine, and Hungary utilize nuclear energy to supply more than half of their total electricity generation, according to the Nuclear Energy Institute. The future outlook of a diverse decarbonization of energy should incorporate nuclear energy, as its superior energy density supports both baseline and peak loading points of the grid’s energy, as well as produces electricity without carbon or other air-pollutant byproducts. However, nuclear energy is deemed a non-renewable resource, due to the need for long-term waste storage of dangerous radioactive byproducts. Beyond the issue of waste storage, nuclear reactors are susceptible to intense radioactive exposure from reactor failure, which, though low in probability, has potentially severe consequences, such as those seen after the Chernobyl disaster, or the near disaster accidents at Three Mile Island and Fukushima Daiichi.

Nuclear energy functions by uranium-based fuels releasing multiple high energy neutrons by fission that causes a chain reaction, heating neighboring water coolant into
steam that in turn spins a turbine and generates electricity. To allow a fission chain reaction to occur unperturbed and generate energy efficiently, a cladding material encapsulates the fuel, preventing highly radioactive fission products from escaping into the surrounding coolant. Zirconium is a viable material choice for cladding due to its low neutron absorption cross-section, high mechanical strength, and strong corrosion resistance while in an extreme environment [18]. Alloying of zirconium has been shown to increase cladding performance by improving mechanical properties while maintaining corrosion resistance in high-temperature water [19-23].

The general high-temperature coolant-side corrosion of zirconium cladding is similar regardless of its primary media (oxygen, water, or steam) [24]. Initial formation of the oxide film on zirconium is passivating according to its Pilling-Bedworth ratio of ~1.6 [25], thus slowing the rate of oxidation to follow the empirical power-law with parabolic to sub-parabolic characteristics (exponent, n ≤ 0.5, Figure 2.1) [26]. Here, the oxidation rate is limited by diffusion of corrosion species (e.g., oxygen anions) to the metal/oxide interface [27]. With subsequent oxidation, cracks develop within the oxide, providing pathways for species to reach the base metal at an increased rate. This is observed as a transition in mass growth, progressing to a near-linear to linear oxidation rate [26-30]. This is commonly termed as the “breakaway phenomenon” [29]. Depending on alloy composition, some elements support cyclic transition between passivation and oxidation, while others do not support re-passivation and the alloy fails to recover from the first breakaway. Some alloys in specific environments, such as Zr-2.65Nb in 700 °C air, show minimal passivation and degrade at a rapid rate (Figure 2.1). Continuous oxidation of the metal eventually leads to failure of the cladding material, albeit at
different rates [26]. Having a better grasp on the state of a cladding material in-pile could provide insight into when it is necessary to shut down a nuclear reactor safely.

Figure 2.1. From Vandegrift et al. [26]: "Normalized mass gain versus isothermal oxidation time of Zr, Zry-3, Zry-4, Zr-1Nb, and Zr-2.65Nb in air and oxygen at 400-800 °C. The inset in the 800 °C is the first two hours of the isothermal oxidation showing the onset of breakaway in Zry-3, Zry-4, and Zr-2.65Nb."

In addition to the breakaway phenomenon, there are other effects that contribute to cladding failure. Addition of hydrogen species in the coolant has been shown to cause cladding embrittlement by dendrite-like precipitation in the metal [19, 31]. Inclusion of nitrogen species has been found to advance the breakaway phenomenon by creating defects and lattice mismatch in the oxide or at the metal interface, thus permitting
increased oxygen diffusion to the base metal [32-35]. High compressive stresses [30, 36-41], zirconia phase content [38, 42-45], sub-stoichiometry of the oxide [24], operating temperature and environment [46-49], and alloying dopants [23, 27, 28, 50] have all been shown to play a role in cladding lifetime and failure mechanisms. Additional contributions from the fuel/cladding interface (i.e., pellet-cladding interactions (PCI)), such as fuel swelling [51], fuel fracture [52], and stress corrosion cracking [53] lead to unpredictable cladding lifetimes as well as decreased energy efficiency. The complexity of differing effects presents a difficult problem to predict and monitor cladding failure, and thus has been a major focus of nuclear research (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2. Schematic of nuclear components and cladding interactions, including pellet-cladding interactions (PCI) and coolant-side corrosion.

Presently, chemical evolution over the lifetime of the fuel and cladding inside a nuclear reactor can only be inferred using post-irradiation examination (PIE) [54]. Due to the adverse environment created from harsh ambient conditions and irradiation, the corrosion mechanisms of cladding are difficult to observe in-pile or effectively mimic through experimentation. This limitation presents a significant obstacle for achieving a comprehensive and unified understanding of cladding degradation mechanisms. Progress
is being made to establish a new sensing technique by monitoring cladding in-pile with an electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) sensor. In order to improve EIS sensor accuracy through the fitting parameters of equivalent circuit models, high-resolution characterization of materials has been utilized to better understand the degradation mechanisms of zirconium alloys on the coolant-side. The objective of the work presented herein on nuclear energy is to develop an in-pile measurement technique, with initial focus on utilizing high-resolution materials characterization techniques to better understand the degradation mechanisms (seen in Chapters 6 and 7). From there, the “blind” in-pile EIS technique will have an improved accuracy of equivalent circuit modeling (seen in Chapter 9).
CHAPTER 3. INTRODUCTION TO BATTERIES

Batteries convert acquired energy to stored energy; this is done through an electrochemical mechanism, where the conversion between electrical and chemical energy allows high-density energy storage and utilization. The basic system of a battery with lithium metal as anode is shown in Figure 3.1. The electrodes (i.e., cathode and anode) are the physical collectors of transferring ionic species (i.e., $i^+$). The separator is used to prevent physical contact between cathode and anode, while providing a barrier to particle transfer outside of the desired ionic species. Between the electrodes is the electrolyte, which provides a low resistance pathway for ionic transport. This has commonly been a salt-in-solvent-based liquid solution; however, recent advances in solid-state electrolyte design have provided a new generation for plausible large-scale battery production [55-60].
Alessandro Volta is credited as the first person to develop an effective battery when he designed the voltaic pile around 1800. From there, batteries were developed and modified with materials that supply higher energy densities. Around 60 years ago, effort into designing lithium-based batteries was initiated by both governmental and military entities, as lithium provides vastly superior theoretical capacity (3,860 mAh/g, 2,061 mAh/cm³) and low electrochemical reduction potential (-3.04 V vs. SHE) compared to other materials (Figure 3.2) [61-64]. These measurables matter due to the amount of energy that can be stored into a battery’s unit space or mass. Equation 3.1 shows that energy (E) of an electrode is dependent on cell voltage (V) and capacity (Q), of which lithium-metal provides advantageous amounts [65].

\[
E \left( \frac{mWh}{cm^3, g} \right) = \int V \left( V \right) dQ \left( \frac{mAh}{cm^3, g} \right)
\]

Equation 3.1
Figure 3.2. From Liu et al. [63]: “Comparing of some potential anode materials for lithium ion batteries.”

However, due to lithium’s high reactivity, these batteries are susceptible to dendrite growth, a needle-like or tree-like structure that rapidly grows and eventually contacts the cathode, causing short-circuiting (Figure 3.3). The safety concerns with short-circuiting in a flammable electrolyte, along with poor cycle life and low Coulombic efficiency (CE, i.e., efficiency of charge transfer) caused by Li/electrolyte side reactions, are the major barriers to commercialization of secondary lithium-metal batteries [62]. Changing the anode to materials where lithium ions can be stored in interstitial sites reduced the danger and low cycle life seen with lithium metal as the anode. This led to a technology revolution, where portable electronics became a reality and worked their way into our everyday lives. Additionally, the electrification of long-range electric vehicles and storage support of non-dispatchable renewable energy sources gave lithium-ion batteries a role in the efforts to decarbonize our energy.
The difference between the lithium-ion and the lithium-metal battery is the mechanism of insertion and removal of lithium ions at the anode. For current lithium-ion anodes, such as graphite, lithium (de)intercalate (out of) into graphite’s interstitial spaces, whereas lithium is plated and stripped from the lithium-metal anode. This (de)intercalation of lithium-ion batteries reduces the possibility of dendrite formation and short-circuiting, as well as loss of capacity over shortened cycle life. However, the capacity ceiling of Li-ion batteries (upwards of 340 mAh/g) is incapable of meeting new demands [66]. Due to the fact that lithium metal can supply a theoretical capacity approximately ten times greater than common lithium-ion anodes, as well as a more negative reduction potential, lithium metal has reemerged as a candidate anode with attempts to better understand and reduce the mechanisms that cause its failure.

![Figure 3.3](image)

**Figure 3.3.** From Mukhopadhyay et al. [67]: “Use of Li metal anodes allows high energy densities in rechargeable batteries, but Li dendrite formation leads to short-circuiting.”

The core of these mechanisms is rooted in poor interfacial stability. When exposed to nearly all environments, lithium metal will act as a strong reducing agent of the environmental species, forming a surface film on lithium. An example is the native film, which forms when trace gases in an inert environment (e.g., O₂, CO₂, hydrogen and nitrogen species, etc.) reduce on the lithium surface, forming various organic and
inorganic species (e.g., Li$_2$CO$_3$, Li$_2$O, LiOH, etc.) [68]. This non-uniform native film starts a waterfall effect of heterogeneity for progressive interfacial instability. This initial heterogeneity is exacerbated when the anode is immersed in an electrolyte. The electrochemical potential of lithium is outside the stability window for most electrolytes (hydrous or anhydrous), and thus the electrolyte will reduce at the lithium surface to form a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) made up of a complex mixture of organics and inorganics (e.g. ROLi, ROCO$_2$Li, LiF, Li$_2$O, Li$_2$CO$_3$, etc.). This is one of the originally predicted and observed SEI structures, commonly referred to as mosaic [69]. Another predicted pathway for SEI formation is a multi-layered structure, where the amount of inhomogeneity is reduced for each individual layer, where inorganic material is commonly seen nearest the anode and organic material nearest the electrolyte [70, 71].

Beyond simple variations in chemical make-up, other heterogeneities, such as topographical roughness (e.g., “tip” effect) and micro- to nanoscale crystallographic defects like grain boundaries lead to non-uniform SEI formation and eventual ionic flux during (dis)charge [72]. Regardless, the SEI is believed by many to be the key to harnessing the Li-metal battery, as its instability is the common reason for battery failure through issues such as dendrite formation, active material consumption, and poor interfacial charge-transfer. Much discussion has been suggested as to the desirable SEI structure, and how that can vary the preferential pathways for mass and charge-transfer [71]. Efforts to produce an ideal SEI have been placed in intermingling fields of electrolyte engineering [73-76], interface engineering [72, 77-79], and 3-D architecture [80-84], all of which are centered around stabilizing the interphase.
For electrolytes, recent focus on the solvation structure has given rise to advanced electrolyte designs such as high-concentration electrolyte (HCE) or localized high-concentration electrolyte (LHCE) [85-88]. With these new designs, the Li⁺ cation in the bulk electrolyte maintains high interaction with the salt anion in its primary solvation shell, rendering a salt-derived interphase upon desolvation within the electrical double layer (EDL) near the anode surface. This is contrary to a common low-concentration electrolyte (LCE), where the solvation shell is primarily comprised of the solvent, leading to an organic-rich, porous, and unstable SEI. Interestingly, the results presented in literature have shown some variance, where the key parameters as to why a particular electrolyte presents improved performance are still not completely understood. Continued effort into this work is ongoing, with further expansion of electrolytes for harsher ambient environments [89, 90], along with increased efforts in fundamental characterization analysis [91-93].

Interfacial engineering is another interesting topic in the battery world, where a design of the interface prior to exposure to electrolyte is done to initiate SEI properties that are deemed as ideal. One way of producing an ideal SEI is through pre-treatment, with the intention of minimizing chemical, topographic, and crystallographic variations on the surface. These methods can vary in complexity, from simple polishing [84] or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) treatments [94] to melting and rolling lithium foil [72]. Others have produced what is called an “artificial SEI”, which can be viewed as a coating that inhibits the instability of lithium metal. LiF is a common artificial SEI choice, as it provides electrochemical stability and low solubility [79, 95-98]. However, the rigidity of LiF causes SEI fracture upon the semi-infinite volume fluctuations that
lithium metal can undergo [84]. A more complex surface treatment design is a three-dimensional anode matrix that conducts both electrons and ions (i.e., mixed ionic electronic conductor). This design reduces the “tip” effect, where (electro)chemical potential gradient of topographical heterogeneities is reduced, which in turn reduces local volume fluctuations and dendrite propagation (Figure 3.4) [99]. However, with this open-host design, the rendered SEI is still driven by Li/electrolyte reactions; thus it is susceptible to continuous parasitic reaction that consumes active material over a shortened cycle life.

There are many different pathways being taken in an attempt to stabilize the lithium-electrolyte interface, with much discussion as to what the idealized SEI structure should be to extend capacity utilization and cycle life. Advances are necessary in two identified routes – first, a fundamental understanding of ionic pathways and materials stability, and second, expansion of current cell designs into large-scale batteries, such as multi-layer pouch cells. To advance the efforts of decarbonizing the energy grid and transportation sector, higher energy density and safer battery chemistries must be designed through advanced fundamental techniques, with a mindset of expanding to large-scale efforts.
Figure 3.4. From Cheng et al. [99]: “Schematic diagrams of Li deposition. a) The routine 2D Cu foil electrode is always with an uneven surface that induces inhomogeneous electron distribution. Li ions aggregate near the protuberance on the 2D surface with a stronger field strength than the flat during continuous Li depositing. The agminated Li ions can trigger Li dendrite growth. b) GF cloth is with large quantities of polar functional groups (Si O, O H, O B), resulting in a strong interaction with Li ions. The concentrated Li ions by the protuberances on the Cu foil electrode are evenly redistributed, therefore rendering the dendrite-free Li deposits.”
CHAPTER 4. ADVANCED CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

4.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

Based on the photoelectric effect, XPS is a surface to sub-surface characterization technique that provides chemical information of materials. Elemental composition and chemical states can be measured with XPS, providing insight into the make-up of the material. This is accomplished by irradiating a solid surface with a monochromatic X-ray beam of a specific photon energy (hν) to excite material electrons while simultaneously measuring these excited electrons’ kinetic energy (KE). A photoelectron spectrum of binding energy (BE) is produced from these collected electrons (Equation 4.1, Figure 4.1), equating to chemical and oxidation state(s) of the material structure. Reference spectra are utilized to define peak positions in a spectrum, basing the value upon the photoelectron energies defined by the host atoms and their interactions. In general, there is a direct trend between higher host atom binding energy to more electronegative element interaction. In other words, the breaking of a more electronegative bond requires more energy [100]; for example, LiF (~56-57.5 eV [101-104]) is observed as a higher binding energy peak than Li₂O (~53-54 eV) [102]. Further, increasing the number of bonds also increases the bond energy. An example can be seen in a carbon spectrum, where C=O (~288-290 eV) [88, 105, 106] is higher in binding energy than C-O (~286-287 eV) [88, 101, 105, 106]. Alternatively, when observing the more electronegative oxygen species as host atom, binding energy is less for C=O (~532-532.5 eV) than C-O
Therefore, XPS can provide chemical information like the oxidation state of elements in the material of interest.

\[ KE = h\nu - BE \]

Equation 4.1

Difficulty in peak deconvolution and defining peaks has been greatly discussed, causing frequent misinterpretation by novice users and variable results presented [107]. Herein are some thoughts on interpreting XPS spectra. The C1s hydrocarbon (C-C/C-H) peak signal at \( \sim 284.8 \) eV is a common peak to calibrate spectra, due to its nearly universal presence. Knowledge of other peaks could be utilized when poor carbon signal is seen, air exposure is prevented (as almost all air-exposed surfaces are contaminated with adventitious carbon), or overall differentiation of the C-C peak is difficult [100]. Since electrons can only travel a short distance in solids, the surface characterization acquired from the energy spectra is defined by the top 1-10 nanometers of the material [100]. Sub-surface analysis can be accomplished with depth profiling, where an ion beam is used to etch layers of a material away, allowing analysis of underlying layers with XPS (Figure 4.2). This is a common tool for monoatomic materials (i.e., layering of single
materials), where etch rates should be equal across the collection area. When a material is more complex, etch rates may spatially vary, and therefore quantitative analysis with depth profiling is at best difficult to interpret. Therefore, supporting analysis with other techniques should be used to analyze depth profiling data; an example is using SEM to observe surface morphology (e.g., surface porosity, roughness, etc.). Additionally, relative comparisons between samples could be used to observe trends seen with a change in conditions; an example would be forming a coating/interphase on a material at different temperatures and seeing how spectral peaks or elemental concentration transition as a function of sputtering time. Another major issue with depth profiling of complex structures is the damage done to the material by impacting ions, therefore causing shifts in energy spectra when analyzed after sputtering. Again, though quantitative analysis is not easily rendered, comparative analysis between different samples could provide insight into how a controlled variable could affect the sub-surface make-up of the material of interest.
4.2 Electron Microscopy (EM) Techniques

EM is a surface analysis technique with magnification that far surpasses the ability of visible light photons. With EM, focused, accelerated wave-like electrons carry kinetic energy through a vacuum space until they bombard the surface of a material, where interactions with the surface (e.g., scattering, reflection, or transmission) reach a detector, providing the user visualization of the sample. Varied methods of analysis can provide different information about the material of interest (Figure 4.3). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to observe ultra-thin foils with an electron beam that passes through the material, providing detailed diffraction patterns. Contrast observed in a TEM image or diffraction pattern can correlate to material density, atomic make-up, crystal structure or orientation, and the presence of defects (e.g., dislocations). SEM uses raster scanning with low-energy secondary electrons to analyze an area, collecting
reflected energy. The depth of field of SEM is useful to investigate surface morphology, giving the user a visualization of three-dimensional roughness and defects. High-energy backscattered electron (BSE) detection can be utilized to contrast areas of different compositions. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) can align its elemental analysis with contrast seen in BSE and structure in SEM secondary electron imaging (Figure 4.4) [16].

Figure 4.3. Visualization of different interactions between an electron beam and a sample, exemplifying the different types of data that can be collected from EM. Image provided by Thermo Scientific Fisher.
With the inclusion of a high-energy focused ion beam (FIB), the user can etch away material, making it possible to observe sub-surface features. This is especially useful for those that wish to view material density, interfaces (e.g., SEI in batteries [84, 91], metal/oxide networks [108], etc.), layer thickness, and differentiation of consumed (i.e., oxidized or insulating) from active (i.e., metallic) material [109]. Additionally, with the help of a micromanipulator (e.g., OmniProbe) and platinum gas injection system, etched out material can be removed in a conical shape to be analyzed with an atom probe tomograph (APT, Figure 4.5). APT acquires 3-D imaging with atomistic composition that allows observation along metal/oxide boundaries, compositional gradients, or other minor variations/defects in a material. In the nuclear field, APT has revealed evident differences in phase distribution for oxidized cladding. This was accomplished by examining a metal/oxide interface of pure Zr cladding after exposure to a LOCA (loss-of-coolant accident)-simulated high-temperature air (Figure 4.6). Here, a thin Zr(O)ads region is seen...
(i.e., approximately 50/50 Zr/O) interfaced by zirconium and oxygen-rich regions [110], providing evidence in agreement with the cladding oxidation model that states that oxygen diffusion through ZrO$_2$ forms a metastable sub-stoichiometric ZrO$_{2-x}$ region at the interface [27]. With the use of other characterization techniques, this sub-stoichiometric region is stabilized as a tetragonal phase, in contrast to monoclinic ZrO$_2$ further from the metal interface [111, 112].

Figure 4.5. From Hu et al. [110]: “Progressive steps in the making of tips for the LEAP. (a) Before and (b) after ionized platinum deposition at metal/oxide interface. (c) OmniProbe welded to a grid for its removal from the bulk of sample. (d-e) OmniProbe with free-hanging grid. Wedge is disjointed from rest of grid and welded to a microtip post. (f) Individual wedge welded to a microtip post. (g-h) Individual wedge after annular milling, producing a tip ready for LEAP testing.” Here, the LEAP is an APT tool, the Local Electrode Atom Probe, available at the Materials Characterization Suite at the CAES. Full-width of each image is (a-d) 40 μm, (e) 60 μm, (f) 12.5 μm, (g) 7.5 μm, and (h) 3 μm.
Figure 4.6. From Hu et al. [110]: “APT results from a pre-breakaway Zr sample, exposed for 20 hours at 700°C. (a) SEM image of ionized platinum deposition with trenches etched out on either side of Pt deposit. (b) LEAP produced elemental maps showing a distinct interface. Here, ‘Volume 1’ is described by a 0.5 nm binning across the interface (seen in Zr map). (c) Volume 1 elemental atom-by-atom representation, showing a transition of Zr-rich to O-rich volume. (d) Relative atomic percentages between Zr and O elements.”

Placing samples in a cryogenic atmosphere maintains the structure and composition of materials without radiation damage from the beam, providing even better analysis with FIB or TEM (Figure 4.7) [84, 92, 93]. Similar to the ion beam with XPS depth profiling, incident electrons ionize the surface, breaking bonds and causing a cascading effect of secondary damage; cooling the sample, along with limiting beam exposure, can drastically reduce sample damage. Originally developed in 1974 for the biological community, cryo-EM has been utilized to visualize metal-organic frameworks, battery materials, and many other systems [92]. In the battery field, cryo-EM has provided intriguing results, such as showing an amorphous phase nucleating during initial plating on a lithium metal anode [93]. It has also been used to observe coatings (i.e., artificial solid electrolyte interphases) and redox-driven interphases on electrodes [84].
There are some limitations to EM techniques beyond ion-beam damage that lessen the quality of imaging or the materials that can be analyzed. If the sample is insulating, then the surface will pool with charged particles and cause issues in achieving pristine images. Sputtering carbon or other conductive materials onto the insulating surface will help prevent surface charge; however, the ability to conduct elemental analysis is now drastically less reliable, as carbon will flood the EDS spectrum. Light elements, like hydrogen or lithium, are also not detectable with EDS, limiting the amount of elemental analysis that is possible, such as elemental confirmation of metal-hydrides.

In summary, the EM suite of techniques is incredibly useful for understanding the structure of a sample from the macro to the atomic scale. Many advanced research fields rely on EM methods to provide insight into material structure and composition. Specifically, this suite of EM tools is useful in examining both battery and nuclear
materials. EM techniques are often used to observe materials after processing, post-exposure to a corrosive environment, or post-mortem after operation. Materials synthesis and their survival in an extreme environment are observed with EM to better predict or observe the mechanisms at which these materials degrade.

### 4.3 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy utilizes monochromatic light to interact with a material, where the light is transiently adsorbed and scatted. Alternative to the same frequency re-emittance seen with elastic Rayleigh scattering, Raman scattering is inelastic, where scattered light shifts in its energy after interaction with matter ($v_o \pm v_m$). Herein, peaks are observed at measurable shifts from the Rayleigh scattering and observed as spectra. Each peak correlates to vibrational modes of molecules or collective modes (e.g., phonons or lattice vibrations) in the material system; tetragonal zirconia (t-ZrO$_2$) is displayed in Figure 4.8 [113], while Raman spectra of different zirconia crystal structures is shown in Figure 4.9 [110]. Raman spectroscopy can therefore be used to determine crystallographic structure [38, 45, 114], stress-state [40, 41, 111, 112], and defects in solids, as well as solvent-salt interactions in liquids [88, 89, 115]. However, pure metals are not Raman active, as they do not show a change in polarizability during molecular vibrations; therefore, ceramics, polymers, and liquids are the common materials observed with Raman spectroscopy.
Figure 4.8. From Naumenko et al. [113]: “Normal vibrations of crystal lattice of t-ZrO$_2$ (Raman-active modes).”

Figure 4.9. From Hu et al. [110]: “Raman spectra for zirconia polymorphs and other zirconium variants.”
Mapping with Raman can provide spatial insight into different crystallographic features [42, 43]. This is particularly useful when examining gradient structures, such as the cross-section across a metal/oxide interface. An example is shown in Figure 4.10, where Raman spectra were collected in an X-Y spatial region along the oxide of a corroded zirconium sample. With the collection of spectra, different forms of analysis such as peak heights, peak positions, half-width at half-maximum (HWHM), or peak area can be quantified to correlate to differentiating structural features. From there, a map may be rendered to spatially analyze these features. This is further discussed in Chapter 6.

**Figure 4.10.** Raman mapping process to analyze the cross-sectioned oxide of a Zr cladding material. (a) Optical image of the Zr/ZrO₂ (right to left) interface with Raman mapped region in grey. (b) Raman spectra collected over spatial region in oxide. Peaks of focus for stress state and oxide composition are designated. (c) Rendered Raman map from spectra processing. These images are partially published [112] and were presented at TopFuel 2019, a Light Water Reactor Fuel Performance Conference.
4.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Techniques

Invented in 1985 at IBM, AFM measures van der Waals interactions between a highly resolved probe and the surface of a material. Thanks to advanced processing of the probe tip and design of piezoelectric feedback electronics, this non-destructive method of characterization can achieve spatial resolution on the nanoscale. The simplest task accomplished with AFM is the acquisition of topography. Here, the probe will raster while going across the material, collecting data in a line-by-line process. An advanced mechanism recently developed by Bruker called PeakForce Tapping (PFT) employs 2-8 kHz force curve acquisition with an incredibly low and controllable force setpoint (10s-100s nN) between probe and surface for the feedback mechanism (Figure 4.11). Along with the sinusoidal drive, a set interaction rate allows low force control, as well as reduces parasitic deflection signal, thus providing better resolution. In addition to acquiring topography, probe-surface interactions with PFT also provide mapping of quantitative nanomechanical (QNM) properties – modulus, adhesion, deformation, and dissipation (Figure 4.12). With this, the user can observe both surface roughness and differences in mechanical properties that correlate to differences in material composition, nanoscale defects, or other structural information [116].
Figure 4.11. From Xu et al. [116]: "Schematic diagram of the PFT."

Figure 4.12. From Pittenger et al. [117]: "Force curves and information that can be attained from them: (i) Plot of force and piezo Z position as a function of time, including (B) jump-to-contact, (C) peak force, (D) adhesion. (ii) Plot of force vs. time with small peak force. (iii) A traditional force curve eliminates the time variable, plotting Force vs. Z piezo position. (iv) For fitting purposes it is more useful to plot force vs. separation where the separation is calculated from the Z piezo position and the cantilever deflection.

Variants of the basic AFM technique within the scanning probe microscopy suite allow additional measurement of many different properties of a material surface, such as conductivity, magnetic fields, or electrical responses. Additionally, immersing a material
into a new environment allows the opportunity to observe kinetic properties in situ/in operando with methodologies such as electrochemical AFM (EC-AFM) or scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM). The diverse suite of AFM techniques allows users to observe many different features of a material system to help connect large-scale mechanisms with high-resolution phenomena. A few AFM methods will be described in more detail below.

Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is a method of probing a sample to observe spatial magnetic response, allowing the observation of features such as magnetic domains or moment orientation. A magnetized tip is used to image the material, commonly in a dual-pass method, where the first pass collects topography, and the second pass collects magnetic response between the probe and material surface. This technique is primarily used to examine different nanomaterials and devices to better understand material response and defect distribution [118-120]. However, MFM is also useful in the corrosion field, where ferromagnetic metals such as stainless-steels are observed to differentiate magnetic domains, and thus differences in phase composition and microgalvanic corrosion response (Figure 4.13) [121].
Figure 4.13. From Kvryan et al. [121]: "3D magnetic response maps with changes in height representative of differences in magnetism. Color scale ranges are 7 degrees (0° = yellow, +7° = blue) for magnetic response.” This work focused on the observation of different treatments of UNS S42670 martensitic stainless steel (MSS): high-temperature temper (HTT), low-temperature temper (LTT), and carbo-nitriding (CN). With MFM presented here, the purple regions indicate carbides, while yellow regions indicate steel matrix. Both types of regions exhibit out-of-plane magnetic domains, but the carbides, with increased chromium concentration, exhibit greater magnitude.

SKPFM measures the difference in work function, or energy required to remove an electron from the Fermi level to the vacuum level, between the material surface and the probe. This technique utilizes the concept of work function difference (directly correlated to the Volta potential difference, VPD) [122] first observed by Lord Kelvin in the late 1800s, where metals physically close together in a capacitor-like alignment undergo an energy and charge shift when placed in electrical contact (Figure 4.14a). Miniaturizing this design with an AFM probe leads to high spatial resolution of the VPD. Here, the probe interacts with the sample in a dual-pass manner, measuring topography first, followed by a user-defined lift off the surface to measure VPD in a pseudo-capacitor method, where the probe traces the topography to maintain the same probe-sample distance across the surface (Figure 4.14b). SKPFM is a highly surface sensitive technique that provides spatially resolved information on the electronic state of the material surface such as galvanic coupling (Figure 4.14c). This technique is commonly used in many
fields, including semiconductors [123, 124], solar cells [125, 126], corrosion detection and prevention [111, 121, 127-134], and batteries [135-140]. More information on this technique is available in Chapter 5.

**Figure 4.14.** Concept of SKPFM, with (a) observation of two metals (probe, P, and sample, S) in a pseudo-capacitive state of electrical contact, where a buckling voltage ($V_b$) is applied to determine the VPD, or relative work function between probe ($\Phi_p$) and sample ($\Phi_s$) that is intrinsically observed between the two metals. (b) Visualization of the dual-pass method, showing both readings of topography (solid black line) and VPD domains (solid blue line). (c) Cross-section of a material with different compositional domains (grey and orange) that causes differences in measured VPD (solid dark blue line) of the surface of the material.

In *situ* AFM imaging allows the user to observe reaction mechanisms in real-time. The key benefit to *in situ* over *ex situ* or post-mortem techniques is the ability to observe reaction pathways on a micro- to nanoscale, providing further understanding of material stability in an active environment. In the corrosion field, *in situ* AFM has provided insight into how materials processing methods can affect the corrosion mechanism. For example, differently treated MSSs were observed with *in situ* AFM (Figure 4.15). A CN treatment produced many matrix-carbide interfaces that drove localized microgalvanic corrosion, whereas a HTT treatment reduced the density of these interfaces (Figure 4.13)
and therefore underwent more uniform corrosion. LTT performed in the middle of these two, showing some localized attack, but not to the extent of CN [121].

Electrochemical, or EC-AFM, is a useful in situ technique to drive and observe reactions such as SEI formation or (de)lithiation mechanisms of electrodes used in a battery. Much has been accomplished with EC-AFM, observing both plating and insertion-based battery materials. Kitta and Sano showed through the support of QNM analysis during in situ imaging of lithium metal that regions of low adhesion had a higher growth rate during a galvanostatic plating, revealing the initiation steps of dendritic growth. Additionally, these locations of higher growth rate were observed as having a thinner SEI formed prior to plating than other regions, revealing them as “hot spots”, sites of lower energy barriers and thus increased ionic flux [141].
SECM is another *in situ, in operando* technique used to provide insight into active behavior of a material. Developed in the late 1980s, SECM has been used to study adsorption rates, metabolism and other biological reactions, surface patterning, as well as many other charge-transfer reactions [142-146]. In contrast to EC-AFM, where the sample is the only working electrode, SECM activates the probe as another working electrode to prompt faradaic current flow to collect electrochemical information about the sample surface. This tool is commonly utilized on the microscale with an ultramicroelectrode, or UME, operating with a spatial resolution of 10-25 µm. Comparing to a nanoscale technique, such as SKPFM, the ability to resolve differences in phases is limited. However, some insight can be drawn to make a connection between nanoscale *ex situ* measurements and microscale *in situ* electrochemical data. For example, observing a Cu-Ag-Ti (CuSil) braze used to join a stainless-steel alloy (SS316L) revealed that the theoretical driving force of corrosion predicted with SKPFM is misleading to the actual corrosion response (Figure 4.16). The ability of stainless steel to form a passivation layer in a neutral pH salt solution caused a change in the mechanism, showing preferential attack on the braze material, contrary to the prediction of the SKPFM results, which showed a lower VPD (i.e., more active or anodic) of the steel when compared to the higher VPD (i.e., more inert or cathodic) of the binary braze components. Additional difficulty is seen in confirming inner-braze mechanisms, where a possible Cu-rich phase is showing less reactivity than the surrounding Ag-rich matrix of the braze. However, post-mortem presented a difference in mechanism, where extensive attack is observed at the Cu-rich regions (Figure 4.16c). The incorporation of a high-resolution optical microscope during the acquisition of SECM is therefore necessary to
provide visual confirmation of separate phases. The complicated effect of surface roughness is also difficult to mitigate with microscale SECM, as the UME does not trace surface topography, therefore providing possibly misleading results that are topographically driven rather than compositionally driven. Miniaturizing SECM to the nanoscale with AFM is a difficult task to accomplish due to frequent issues in probe design and handling. Although limited in recent accomplishments, continued efforts into higher resolution SECM will help advance the fields of both corrosion science and energy storage.

Figure 4.16. (Nanoscale) From Kvryan et al. [121]: "Secondary electron SEM image of Cu-Ag-Ti sample (a) followed by corresponding Scanning Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (SKPFM surface potential image) (b). EDS elemental maps of the identical region for: Titanium (c); Copper (d); and Silver (e) are shown.” The surrounding region is SS316L. (Microscale) SECM with a UME operating in feedback mode with a positive overpotential applied to the probe while scanning across the braze (yellow) and SS316L (green) in aqueous solution of 1 mM Ferrocene Methanol (FcMeOH) and 0.1M KNO₃. (Bulk) Post-mortem optical imaging of the braze and SS316L. This is unpublished work that was presented at Materials Science & Technology Conference, 2017.
CHAPTER 5: TOWARD IMPROVING AMBIENT VOLTA POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS WITH SKPFM FOR CORROSION STUDIES

5.1 Introduction

The traditional Kelvin probe is a conductive vibrating capacitor-like plate used in vacuum to measure the contact potential difference, which correlates to the work function difference between the probe and the sample of interest. By reducing the size of the Kelvin probe to the nanoscale and combining it with an atomic force microscope (AFM) [147, 148], the resulting SKPFM produces simultaneous maps of surface topography and relative Volta potential that correspond to microstructural heterogeneities on the material’s surface. Employed under either ambient, inert, or electrolytic environments, SKPFM can spatially resolve features at the nanoscale [123, 126, 149], and has therefore found use in a wide range of diverse applications, including semiconductor [123, 124, 126, 150] and electrical device characterization [125, 136, 151-153], as well as corrosion studies [130, 131, 154-159].

SKPFM produces nanoscale maps of Volta potential differences (VPD or Δψ), which can be calculated theoretically from the difference in work function between the sample surface and the probe (which acts as a pseudo reference), as shown below in Equation 5.1 [149, 160-162].

\[
\Delta \psi_p^M = \psi^M - \psi^P = (\varphi^M - \varphi^P)/e
\]

Equation 5.1
In Equation 5.1, \( \psi \) is Volta potential, \( \phi \) is work function, and \( e \) is the elementary charge carried by an electron, while the scripts M and P refer to the (metallic) surface and probe, respectively. Volta potential and work function are surface properties, related to each other by Equation 5.1 in vacuum conditions. Outside of vacuum, the redefined “modified” work function and Volta potential are measured from the interfaces of the two surfaces and the environment. This recognition of environmental factors having an effect on Volta potential maps has been well established [131, 149, 159, 163-173]. Making the assumption that the interactions between metals M and P and the surface layers from environment are identical, then Equation 5.1 holds true for non-vacuum conditions [174].

Further, it is important to note that according to Equation 5.1, the measured VPD is dependent on the choice of probe and its structural factors. Even the smallest change in the probe, such as degree of structural order (i.e., percent crystallinity), will change the material’s work function, and therefore change the measurable VPD [149]. Thus, quantification of the probe’s work function in theory can provide repeatable work functions of the features observed from VPD measurements. Though the calculation of the probe’s work function is simple in theory, there are many parameters that may influence the probe’s work function, especially when mapping Volta potentials at the nanoscale with SKPFM. Most of these parameters are difficult to quantify, including probe wear, aging effects (e.g., oxide growth, hydroxylation, and atmospheric corrosion), reconstruction or relaxation of the probe, and contamination. As a result, comparisons of experimental VPDs derived from SKPFM measurements have been limited to either a pseudo or semi-quantitative scale (e.g., relative nobility in corrosion studies), resulting in large variations in reported VPD values for similar features [127, 160]. As a result,
alternate routes are used to reliably determine accurate work function values. The overwhelming benefit of SKPFM, however, is that it can provide spatial resolution into the nanoscale. Thus, recent efforts have been made for SKPFM to become a usable technique in highly quantitative spatial mapping of work functions \[126, 151, 160, 161, 175\].

Though the techniques presented in this work can be used to interpret SKPFM data in many different fields, this work is driven by the desire to further improve the value of SKPFM results in corrosion studies. The Kelvin probe was originally used to observe corrosion properties while the sample was covered with thin electrolyte layers \[176-179\], and was increasingly used to study metal alloys with the development of SKPFM. The technique was introduced to the corrosion community when a direct correlation between VPDs and open circuit potentials of metal/electrolyte interfaces was demonstrated \[133, 166, 180\]. This was accomplished by comparing Volta potentials of pure metals post-immersion in electrolytic solution to the corrosion potential of the same metal/electrolyte systems. However, the observations between SKPFM measurements and the actual corrosion mechanisms of the material is not directly correlated, as mapping freshly polished metals with the Kelvin probe does not provide direct correlation to corrosion behavior \[149\]. Electrolyte factors, such as pH and ion concentration, play a major role in the kinetics, which are not addressed when observing fundamental electronic properties of the material in ambient conditions. SKPFM has therefore been utilized for predicting (in ambient or inert conditions) microgalvanic couples as localized corrosion initiation sites for a variety of pristine complex metallic systems \[127, 162, 165, 167-170, 181-188\], \textit{ex situ} measurements of such systems following periods of
exposure to corrosive environments [131, 134, 189-191], and in situ measurements of VPD changes under non-ambient conditions [161, 162, 164, 192-197]. While much of the previously reported work has focused on distinguishing relative nobility within individual SKPFM maps, comparisons to other work are not direct. Accordingly, a notable lack of reproducibility in measured VPDs has been observed and discussed for different alloy series [127, 160]. This lack of repeatability and an inability to connect to bulk electrochemical testing has led to contradictory conclusions when investigating the corrosion behavior in various metal alloys [127, 160, 161, 198].

For one route to address this challenge, comparison of calculated work function values for a particular material with the resulting VPDs measured via SKPFM can provide improved predictability of corrosion behavior. Computational chemistry calculations have provided experimentalists with a database of theoretical work function values for various elements. Of recent interest is the ability to increase such a database to microconstituents within complex metal alloys [160, 161, 199, 200]. DFT-based computational simulations [201, 202] can show that the crystallographic orientation, as well as the terminating atom of the material surface, can drastically affect the work function [160, 199]. Notable shifts in relative VPDs measured via SKPFM have also been linked to metal passivation and/or adsorbed species. This has been confirmed both experimentally [203, 204] and by linking experimentation to DFT simulations [161].

Although DFT simulations can help explain some of the variations seen in measured VPDs, they have only just recently started to address systems that are not perfectly pristine. In reality, following polishing of a material, the surface is actively changing. There are a multitude of factors that can cause this activity, most of which are
difficult to quantify, as well as control while doing SKPFM in ambient conditions. Thus, standardization of the SKPFM technique has not been established. This work attempts to control one particular variable for ambient-based SKPFM by directly addressing probe choice and how that contributes to the variability and uncertainty observed in experimentally determined VPDs. Many probe factors, as previously described, will ultimately affect the measured VPD, regardless if active changes are occurring on the surface of the sample. It can thus be seen that the SKPFM probe also likely accounts for some of the variability present in VPDs reported in the literature. However, probe choice, as well as progressive usage of the probe, is commonly removed from SKPFM results by comparing microstructural heterogeneities on the surface to one another.

Recently, redesign of SKPFM probes has been undertaken to address variability in VPD as it is linked to the probe. The redesign is completed by applying a coating only to the backside of the probe cantilever, while the tip is left uncoated. The uncoated tip minimizes work function change from tip wear and tip shape. With this redesign, enhanced reproducibility of results has been able to address some of these uncertainties, showing consistent initial VPD results from many probes of the same type [205].

Though improvements in probe design have resulted in greater consistency during initial probe usage, this work hopes to also address variability in the probe work function from uncontrollable structural variations of probes by utilizing an inert reference material prior to imaging a material of interest. A practice has been presented for SKPFM, wherein the pseudo reference probe is calibrated by comparing Volta potential of the material of interest to the Volta potential of a relatively inert material (e.g., gold) [129, 133, 134, 149, 206]. Expanding on this approach, the observed work functions of
heterogeneities on the surface of metal alloys can be better quantified and ultimately compared to theoretical calculations from DFT. A remarkable agreement between resulting modified work functions of microconstituents calculated using different probes is seen, and thus highlights the utility of this broadly applicable method.

5.2 Experimental Methods

5.2.1 SKPFM Reference Sample

The inert reference sample employed for this study was a Bruker PFKPFM-SMPL (Santa Barbara, CA), which consists of an n-doped silicon wafer patterned with 50 nm thick rectangular islands of aluminum surrounded by a 50 nm thick interconnect of gold, with small sections of the underlying wafer exposed between the aluminum and gold regions (hereinafter referred to as the Al-Si-Au sample). The abrupt step-wise shifts in VPD from aluminum to silicon to gold can be used to track both inter- and intra-probe consistency, as well as determine SKPFM spatial resolution limitations arising from Volta potential averaging at boundaries by observing the slope of the measured VPD at the transitions between elements of the standard.

Both aluminum and silicon are highly reactive and form passive films when exposed to an ambient environment, thus increasing their surface work functions. [161, 203, 204] This uncertainty in the physical nature of the aluminum and silicon surfaces of the Al-Si-Au sample could contribute to notable differences between the calculated work functions of the pure materials and the work functions measured experimentally via SKPFM of their oxides. In contrast, gold is a relatively inert metal with expected long-term stability in oxygen-enriched environments (i.e., ambient conditions) [207], and thus should exhibit reasonable agreement between theoretical calculations and experimental
measurements. Additional factors such as relative humidity and adsorption of other species will cause changes to the gold surface, which will be assumed to be minimal in ambient air over time. Therefore, work function values of gold were derived using first-principles density functional theory to compare with SKPFM results. X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the Al-Si-Au standard was accomplished using a Rigaku Miniflex 600 X-ray Diffractometer (Tokyo, Japan) to accurately specify the crystallographic orientation of the gold on the standard.

5.2.2 DFT Calculations

Initial atomic structures of gold were built in an FCC crystal structure (space group Fm$\bar{3}$m) with lattice parameters of 4.07 Å [208]. Atomic and electronic structures were calculated using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [209] with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [210]. The Perdew-Burke Ernzerhof (PBE) [211] form of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [212] was used for the exchange-correlation potential to address electron-electron interactions. Plane-wave expansion of the wave function was performed with the PAW method and a cutoff energy of 450 eV. Brillouin zone integration was performed on a 9 x 9 x 1 gamma-centered mesh for all the slab structures. Periodic slabs of these structures were built large enough for convergence of the calculated work function and separated by a vacuum of 20 Å to avoid unphysical interactions with neighboring slabs (Figure 5.1) [213]. The vacuum energy level ($E_v$) and Fermi energy level ($E_F$) were obtained for each structure, and the theoretical work function ($\varphi$) was calculated using Equation 5.2 below.

$$\varphi = E_v - E_F$$

Equation 5.2
Work function values for gold were obtained for the (100), (110), and (111) planes to utilize in Equation 5.1 in quantifying the modified work function of the probe.

Figure 5.1. Crystal structures of gold oriented with (from left to right) the (100), (110), and (111) face exposed to vacuum.

5.2.3 SKPFM Mapping

SKPFM was carried out using a Bruker Dimension Icon AFM equipped with a 64 bit NanoScope V controller. Depending upon the precise design characteristics of the probe used for imaging (i.e., spring constant, $k$, and natural resonance frequency, $f_0$), two different implementations of SKPFM were employed. Stiffer AFM cantilevers ($k$ on the order of 10s of N/m) utilized single pass tapping mode frequency modulation Kelvin probe force microscopy (FM-KPFM). In this single-pass method, both sample topography and Volta potential are acquired simultaneously. To accomplish this, the probe is mechanically oscillated at or near its natural resonance frequency $f_0$ (typically 100s of kHz) by a dither piezo while simultaneously a much lower frequency (2 kHz) AC bias is applied to the probe. Variations in the oscillation amplitude at $f_0$ are used to track changes in the sample topography. Meanwhile, variations in the electric force gradient between the probe and surface, which is modulated at the 2 kHz AC bias frequency,
produce sidebands at \( f_0 \pm f_{AC} \), with the amplitude of the sidebands proportional to the magnitude of the tip-sample VPD. By applying a variable DC bias to null the sidebands, it becomes possible to measure the tip-sample VPD [205]. Potential inversion is not required when the nullifying bias is applied to the sample, and thus the Volta potential of the sample relative to the probe (\( \Delta \psi_P^M \)) is directly measured. Although the signal-to-noise ratio is lower in FM than in amplitude modulation (AM) technique, it has been shown that the resolution of electric force gradient signal FM surpasses that of AM, and thus was chosen as the method of VPD collection in this work [205, 214]. One drawback of FM-KPFM is that the single pass nature is more susceptible to phase cross-talk driven by strong phase contrast [205].

A second technique, peak force frequency modulation KPFM, or FM PF-KPFM, was employed for softer AFM cantilevers (\( k \) on the order of few to tenths of N/m). As the name implies, FM PF-KPFM also utilizes frequency modulation to acquire VPD maps [205]. However, in this implementation the probe conducts a dual pass over the sample surface, wherein line-by-line topography and VPD values are sequentially acquired. In the first pass, sample topography is scanned and recorded using Bruker’s proprietary PeakForce tapping mode, which employs rapid (2 kHz) force curve acquisition with a user-defined peak force (5-20 nN in this study) as the setpoint for feedback. Upon completion of each individual trace and retrace line of topography, the probe lifts off the surface and retraces the topography at a user-defined lift height. During the second trace and retrace, VPD measurements are acquired by the frequency modulation method described above for FM TM-KPFM. The lift height has drastic effects on the VPD measurement [205], and thus a constant lift height (i.e., tip-sample separation) of 100 nm
was used throughout this work. Additionally, this lift height will sufficiently avoid artifacts caused by sudden tip-sample contact arising from high aspect ratio features [175].

SKPFM imaging was performed with three different types of probes: PFQNE-AL (Bruker, $k = 0.8 \text{ N/m}, f_0 = 300 \text{ kHz}$, 5 nm radius of curvature highly doped silicon tip with an aluminum-based conductive coating on the backside of a silicon nitride cantilever), SCM-PIT (Bruker, $k = 2.8 \text{ N/m}, f_0 = 75 \text{ kHz}$, 20 nm radius n-doped silicon tip with a conformal platinum/iridium coating covering the cantilever backside and tip), and 25Pt300B (Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology, $k = 18 \text{ N/m}, f_0 = 20 \text{ kHz}$, 20 nm radius solid platinum probe connected to a conductive gold bonding pad via conductive epoxy).

Due to their relatively low spring constants, the PFQNE-AL and SCM-PIT probe types were well-suited to operate in FM PF-KPFM mode, while the solid platinum 25Pt300B probe operated best in the FM-KPFM mode due to its significantly higher spring constant [205]. Temperature was held in the range 68-72 °F, while relative humidity was observed between 5-20%. Variations in VPD results caused by relative humidity and temperature were not accounted for in this work.

5.2.4 Data Evaluation

Image processing and analysis were conducted using NanoScope Analysis V1.8 (Bruker). Threshold analysis, which analyzes the Volta potential channel’s data above or below a user-defined value, was implemented as part of the “Roughness” tool in determining VPDs of the heterogeneities in the sample.

Statistical analysis of SKPFM probes was performed by imaging the Al-Si-Au sample to observe variations between probes of both differing and nominally identical
composition. SKPFM data on the Al-Si-Au sample were collected and sorted into equidistant VPD “bins”, where a higher amount of bins provides higher resolution of data. For all acquired data, 512 bins were used to collect data from each map. The bins collected for each image were placed into populations for each probe type (PFQNE-AL, SCM-PIT, and 25Pt300B), which were each distributed into 512 bins equally dispersed between the maximum and minimum values observed in the population. The population sets for PFQNE-AL, SCM-PIT, and 25Pt300B probes were normalized for variations in data points collected per map, as well as total maps acquired with each probe type.

Skewness and 95% confidence interval limits were calculated for each data set. Skewness is a descriptor of the symmetry of a distribution plot, and can quantify the shape of the distribution curves. A symmetric distribution would present a skewness of 0, whereas right and left leaning distributions result in positive and negative skewness values, respectively.

5.2.5 Sample Preparation

Proof of concept SKFPM was performed on a commercial 316L stainless steel coupon separated and thermally re-joined with an active brazing Cu-Ag-Ti alloy (further description of the sample is provided elsewhere) [181]. The effect of polishing and sample preparation on VPDs has been previously observed and reported [203]. To minimize effects such as metal passivation and/or adsorbed species on the variability of acquired VPD values, the sample was prepared using the same steps for each map acquisition. To create a fresh, smooth surface for SKPFM, the sample was mechanically ground with progressively finer silicon carbide abrasive pads to US 1200 grit. Following SiC grinding, the sample was polished with 1 µm and 0.05 µm alumina slurries.
Following each polishing step, the sample was sequentially rinsed with DI water and non-denatured 190-proof ethanol, then dried with compressed air. Following polishing and immediately prior to SKPFM imaging, the sample was cleaned by ultrasonication in ethanol, then dried with compressed ultrahigh purity (UHP) nitrogen gas (99.999%, Norco). An electrical connection between the sample surface and the AFM stage was then established using colloidal silver paint (PELCO®) and verified with a digital voltmeter. The Al-Si-Au sample was mapped both prior to and following mapping of the braze sample to ensure consistency of the probe for the entirety of the imaging session, as well as provide calculation of the work functions of the constituents seen on the braze surface.

The elemental distribution of the Cu-Ag-Ti brazed stainless steel sample was determined by a Hitachi S-3400N-II scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) capabilities (Oxford Instruments Energy+, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, United Kingdom) operated at 10 keV and a 10 mm working distance. Due to the residual effects of electron beam irradiation and carbon pyrolysis, all SEM/EDS mapping was performed after SKPFM measurements [127, 184, 215].

Table 5.1. Density functional theory calculated work function values for gold over relevant planes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Face</th>
<th>Vacuum Energy $E_v$</th>
<th>Fermi Energy $E_F$</th>
<th>Work Function $\varphi$</th>
<th>Ref. (Approx.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>(100)</td>
<td>4.770 eV</td>
<td>-0.324 eV</td>
<td>5.09 eV</td>
<td>5.0-5.2 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(110)</td>
<td>2.590 eV</td>
<td>-2.410 eV</td>
<td>5.00 eV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(111)</td>
<td>3.357 eV</td>
<td>-1.759 eV</td>
<td>5.12 eV</td>
<td>[216-218]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 DFT Calculated Work Functions

The work functions of three different possible exposed faces of pure gold were determined via DFT calculations. Table 5.1 summarizes the results, which are in agreement with those reported in the literature [216-218]. XRD results from the Al-Si-Au standard showed a dominant peak of gold in the (111) orientation. From these results, 5.12 eV was used as the calculated work function of the gold on the standard.

5.3.2 Quantifying Probe Work Function

Prior to utilizing the described method to quantify the work functions of the constituents present in the braze sample, an experiment was conducted to quantify statistical differences between probe types, as well as between probes of the same design. To accomplish this, mapping of the Al-Si-Au sample was done twelve times (in a successive manner so as to minimize drastic variations in temperature and relative humidity during testing) with eight different probes (three PFQNE-AL, three SCM-PIT, and two 25Pt300B), for a total of 96 SKPFM maps of the Al-Si-Au sample. Representative VPD maps of the standard obtained with each probe type are shown in Figure 5.2a-c.

5.3.3 Variability Between Probe Types

Figure 5.2d presents the average VPDs (with standard deviations) obtained from all data for each of the three probe types relative to the gold standard. From Equation 5.1, the VPD between the probe and gold ($\Delta \psi^A_p$) measured via SKPFM is equivalent to the difference in work function between the gold surface ($\varphi^A$) calculated by DFT to be 5.12 eV, Table 5.1) and the probe ($\varphi^p$). By multiplying the VPD, $\Delta \psi^A_p$, by a negative
magnitude of electron charge and then adding the work function of gold, the modified work function of the probe can be found. For the population results for each probe type, the average modified work function of each probe type can be found (right ordinate axis in Figure 5.2d).

For ambient air SKPFM, the results show that the PFQNE-AL and SCM-PIT probes exhibit relative precision for a large population of data, with lower standard deviations (246 mV and 106 mV, respectively) combined with low skewness values of +0.18 and +0.47. The 25Pt300B probe also shows a relatively symmetric distribution (skewness of -0.29), but produces a much larger range of VPD values (standard deviation >700 mV, Figure 5.2d). This may be due to the use of the single-pass tapping mode that the 25Pt300B probe employs, as well as the conflation caused by interactions between the surface and the entirety of the probe, which is composed entirely of platinum. Confidence intervals at 95% for each set are provided in Figure 5.2e, and show that the three probe types exhibit statistically significant differences in VPD versus gold, and therefore statistically different average probe modified work functions. The probe types exhibiting different modified work functions is as expected, given their differing material compositions. Thus, VPDs measured via SKPFM on the same alloy with these different probe types will be offset by the corresponding differences in probe work function.
Figure 5.2. Representative SKPFM VPD maps of the Al-Si-Au standard obtained with (a) a PFQNE-AL probe, (b) a SCM-PIT probe, and (c) a 25Pt300B probe. Note the difference in VPD color scale ranges for panels (a-c) due to differences in probe work functions. (d) Average gold VPD acquired from all SKPFM images obtained with each probe type. Left ordinate axis presents the average VPDs (with standard deviations) measured between the gold and the given probe type (PFQNE-AL in blue, SCM-PIT in orange, 25Pt300B in gray). Right ordinate axis presents the resulting average modified work function calculated for each probe type. (e) VPD and modified work function distributions of gold acquired from all SKPFM images with each probe type, with respective axes presented below and above the distributions. 95% confidence intervals are presented beside each histogram.
Figure 5.3  (Left) Average gold VPDs (with standard deviations) obtained from twelve SKPFM images acquired on the Al-Si-Au standard with (a) three PFQNE-AL probes, (b) three SCM-PIT probes, and (c) two 25Pt300B probes. Left ordinate axes present the average VPDs measured between the gold and the given probe. Right ordinate axes present the resulting average work function calculated for each of the probes. (Right) Distributions of measured VPDs for gold and resultant modified probe work functions obtained from twelve SKPFM images with (d) three PFQNE-AL probes, (e) three SCM-PIT probes, and (f) two 25Pt300B probes. 95% confidence intervals are presented besides each histogram.
5.3.4 Variability of Individual Probes by Type

The data obtained from the twelve images collected with each of the eight individual probes tested (i.e., 8 data sets made by the 12 SKPFM images acquired by the individual probes) were further statistically analyzed and compared to each other to determine the distribution of intra-probe variability. Figure 5.3 presents variations between individual probes of the same type, both as averages (with standard deviations) in Figure 5.3a-c and as histograms in Figure 5.3d-f. Similar statistical analyses were performed on the data for each individual probe as described above for the aggregate data for each probe type (i.e., observation of ‘Probe A’ in the previous section, observation of ‘Probe A1’, ‘Probe A2’, and ‘Probe A3 in this section). The data from each of the eight individual probes exhibited relatively symmetric distributions, with skewness values for all distributions <0.75. There is one distinct probe showing either bimodal (PFQNE-AL Probe #1) or multimodal (SCM-PIT Probe #3) histograms. These probes are still useful for collecting semi-quantitative or qualitative VPD results of individual maps (e.g., relative nobility). However, if improved accuracy of work function calculations are desired, these probes lack consistent, predictable use. Also, confidence intervals for the PFQNE-AL and the SCM-PIT probes are not overlapping (Figure 5.3d-e). The confidence intervals for the two 25Pt300B probes do overlap (Figure 5.3f); however, their standard deviations are vastly larger (Figure 5.3c) than for the other two probe types. This suggests a larger range of VPDs could be measured on a given sample with the 25Pt300B probe type, and thus it is less reliable for repeatable work function calculations. In addition, the statistically significant differences observed between probes of the same make-up and design highlights the need for probe quantification prior to
SKPFM imaging of a material of interest to enable comparison of VPD measurements made with different probes, even of the same type. The bimodal and multimodal behavior of specific probes also suggests shifting in probe work function over time and usage, driven by other factors such as environmental changes over time (e.g., relative humidity and temperature) and structural changes of the probe as previously described. SKPFM still has validity in the corrosion field (e.g. semi-quantitative analysis, relative nobility, effects of environment, etc.) as proven by the number of works done by others. However, greater control of outside parameters will be needed to further the improved standardization of the technique, as well as improve the precision of work function calculations. Though many other parameters are not precisely controlled, this statistical study still shows that the constant monitoring of probe work function is required, particularly when used in ambient conditions.

Figure 5.4. Grayscale SEM image (left) and colored EDS maps (right) of the Cu-Ag-Ti brazed 316L stainless steel sample, confirming the presence of two distinct phases within the braze material: copper-rich precipitates within a silver-rich braze matrix.
5.3.5 Relative Work Functions of Different Metallic Constituents

Once the probe’s work function has been quantified by mapping the inert gold portion of the Al-Si-Au sample, the SKPFM data acquired from the sample of interest (in this case, a Cu-Ag-Ti braze sample) can be placed on an absolute scale. Elemental mapping of the Cu-Ag-Ti braze region with SEM/EDS revealed a two-phase eutectic structure of copper-rich regions embedded within a silver-rich matrix, with titanium (a wetting agent) diffusing to the braze-steel interface (Figure 5.4) [181]. Thus, two distinct phases can be readily distinguished on the surface of the sample – a copper-rich phase (Cu-rich) and a silver-rich phase (Ag-rich). Note that micro-segregation is still evident in this sample, meaning that each phase is rich in a certain element, but is still alloyed. This brazing material presents near-pure metals to validate to well-known elemental work function values, but exhibits enough complexity as an alloy to show expansion from pure material observations. Thus, SKPFM mapping is done within the Cu-Ag-Ti braze material to observe differences between the two phases.

Figure 5.5 shows VPD maps acquired with the three different probe types, all of whose modified work functions were quantified using the inert gold of the Al-Si-Au sample immediately before imaging the braze sample. It is notable that the results acquired by the different probe types show differing lateral resolution, in order of superiority (least to highest) from 25Pt300B to SCM-PIT to PFQNE-AL probe type. This can be attributed to a combination of the technique used (single pass tapping mode versus dual pass PF- FM KPFM), as well as probe design and resultant resolution (i.e., contributions from both the tip and the cantilever causing a decrease in lateral resolution for the 25Pt300B and SCM-PIT relative to the PFQNE-AL, which is only coated on the
backside). All images acquired on the braze alloy have pixel resolution between 24-28 nm. However, regardless of resolution, the SKPFM maps obtained with all three probe types present consistent relative nobility within the braze area, wherein the silver-rich braze matrix is noble relative to the copper-rich regions. This confirms the utility of SKPFM for assessing relative nobility of the sample’s constituents. From this, a microgalvanic couple is distinguished, and atmospheric corrosion behavior can be predicted. To expand SKPFM use toward acquiring consistent modified work functions of the two phases in the sample, probe quantification relative to an inert material is needed. As shown in Figure 5.6a, the resulting VPD values for each phase vs. probe are notably different.

Figure 5.6b-c presents the method quantifying the probe relative to gold as a reference prior to imaging the braze sample. Figure 5.6b presents the average VPD of gold from the Al-Si-Au sample versus each probe. Utilizing Equation 5.1, the resulting probe modified work function can be calculated, as shown on the right ordinate axis and the equation below Figure 5.6b. In Figure 5.6c, displayed on the left ordinate axis (as well as the equation above Figure 5.6c) is the VPD of each phase relative to the VPD of gold mapped with the probes just prior to mapping the braze sample. Another way to display the results can be seen on the right ordinate axis, where each phase’s absolute modified work function is calculated via the equation shown below Figure 5.6c. In this case, the gold from the Al-Si-Au sample is used as reference to quantify the work function of the operating probe, as previously described. Following quantification of probe work function, Equation 5.1 can again be used to calculate the work function of each phase present on the braze sample, where the average VPD between the specific
phase and probe (\(\Delta \psi^p_M\)) is found from the potential map, and probe modified work function (\(\psi^p\)) is found in Figure 5.6b. From this, the distribution of plausible results for each of the phases has been reduced from a range of >800 mV (Figure 5.6a), to a range of <150 mV (or alternatively <0.15 eV in modified work functions, Figure 5.6c).

Since probes of the same type can also exhibit differences in their modified work function, the same process was used to analyze images acquired with different probes of the same type. The PFQNE-AL probe was chosen for this experiment. Figure 5.7 presents SKPFM images (VPD maps) captured by two different PFQNE-AL probes on different dates at different locations within the braze sample. For further comparison, a third VPD map has been presented in a previous publication [181] and is analyzed here as well.

Parameters for these acquired data were similar to parameters described in this work. Figure 5.8a displays the VPD of each phase determined from the three separate SKPFM images. Again, although the relative nobility is consistent, the three separate tests conducted on this material by probes of the same nominal composition result in three vastly different measured VPD values. Using the method outlined in this work, the resulting distribution for the Cu-rich and Ag-rich regions reduces the average VPD range from >700 mV (Figure 5.8a) to <55 mV (or alternatively <0.055 eV, Figure 5.8c), thereby demonstrating the power and utility of this method.
Figure 5.5. SKPFM (VPD) maps and cross sections of the Cu-Ag-Ti braze sample acquired with a PFQNE-AL probe (500 mV scale), a SCM-PIT probe (500 mV scale), and a 25Pt300B probe (800 mV scale). Cu-rich and Ag-rich phases are called out in each map. Cross sections correspond to average data across the dotted black areas.
Figure 5.6. (a) VPD results for copper-rich and silver-rich regions on the braze sample obtained with the three different probe types as seen in Figure 5.5. (b) VPD results for the same three probes acquired from the gold of the Al-Si-Au standard presented on the left ordinate axis, with resulting modified probe work function values presented on the right ordinate axis, as calculated with the shown equation. (c) VPDs scaled relative to the gold of the Al-Si-Au standard imaged with the same probe prior to imaging the braze sample. The left ordinate axis (as calculated by the equation above) scales the VPD between the phases of the braze sample and the gold of the standard. The right ordinate axis (as calculated by the equation below) presents the resultant modified work function for each phase based on the modified work function of the probe in part (b).

\[
\Delta \psi_{Au}^{M} = \frac{5.12 \, eV - \phi_{P}}{e}
\]

\[
\Delta \psi_{P}^{M} = \frac{\phi_{M} - \phi_{P}}{e}
\]

Figure 5.7. SKPFM (VPD) maps and cross sections of the Cu-Ag-Ti braze sample obtained with different PFQNE-AL probes. PFQNE-AL #1 is a duplicate of Figure 5.5, while PFQNE-AL #2 (600 mV scale) is from a different region of braze sample with a different probe. Cross sections coordinate to average data across the dotted black areas.
Figure 5.8. (a) VPD results for copper-rich and silver-rich regions on the braze sample obtained with three different PFQNE-AL probes as seen in Figure 5.7 and from Kvryan et al. [181] (b) VPD results for the same three probes acquired from the gold of the Al-Si-Au standard presented on the left ordinate axis, with resulting modified PFQNE-AL work function values presented on the right ordinate axis, as calculated with the shown equation. (c) VPDs scaled relative to the gold of the Al-Si-Au standard imaged prior to imaging of the braze sample. The left ordinate axis (as calculated by the equation above) scales the VPD between the phases of the braze sample and the gold of the standard. The right ordinate axis (as calculated by the equation below) presents the resultant modified work function for each phase based on the modified work function of the probe in part (b).

5.4 Conclusions

This work proposes a methodology for presenting SKPFM VPD results by utilizing a relatively inert reference material (gold) to enable determination of the absolute modified work function of materials, as opposed to merely the relative difference in Volta potential between the sample and non-equilibrated, pseudo-reference probe. Implementing this simple addition to standard SKPFM practice could greatly reduce the notable variation in reported VPDs for heterogeneities seen in metallic alloys that can arise from differences in probe type/composition, variability between individual probes of a given type, and/or changes in probe work function over time.
The utility of this method was demonstrated by quantifying the statistically significant differences in VPDs and work functions between probes of different types and among probes of the same type, as well as changes in VPD over time for a given probe. Using the Cu-Ag-Ti braze sample as an example, the spread of measured VPDs was greatly reduced regardless of probe used for the testing. With the support of DFT calculations, SKPFM can provide nanoscale spatially resolved work functions. With knowledge of the operating probe’s relative work function, various heterogeneities seen on common metal alloys can be cataloged and compared to DFT modeled predictions. By advancing DFT efforts to more complex multicomponent systems, as well as improving the repeatability and standardization of SKPFM, a connection between theory and experimentation can start to form. By bridging the gap between these two regions of focus, an improved understanding of materials beyond single element make-up can occur. Additionally for corrosion studies, the improved standardization of SKPFM will enable a greater understanding of the driving force behind corrosion initiation and progression on the nanoscale.
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Zirconium alloys are used for fuel cladding in nuclear reactors due to their low neutron absorption cross-section, high mechanical strength, and strong corrosion resistance while in typical water reactor conditions [18]. Alloying of zirconium has been shown to increase cladding performance by improving mechanical properties and corrosion resistance, while maintaining a low neutron cross section during operation [20-23, 27]. Research of high temperature degradation of zirconium cladding is of high interest in the nuclear field, and thus has been extensively studied for over 50 years [20, 27].

The general high-temperature coolant-side corrosion of zirconium cladding is similar regardless of oxidizing media (oxygen, water, or steam) [20, 27]. Initial formation of the oxide film provides a passivation layer, thus slowing the rate of subsequent oxidation to empirical power-law kinetics with parabolic to sub-parabolic characteristics (i.e., exponent ≤ 0.5) [27]. During this stage, the kinetics are limited by Fick’s law phenomena, where oxygen diffusion is proportional to concentration gradient. With continued oxidation, cracks develop within the oxide, providing dynamic pathways for electrolyte species to reach the base metal at an increased rate. This transition is observed by an increase in mass gain rate, with kinetics evolving to a near linear oxidation rate. Oxide growth behavior at this transition is commonly termed the “breakaway
phenomenon” [20, 21]. Depending on alloy composition, some elements support a cyclic transition between passivation and oxidation, while others do not support re-passivation and the alloy fails to recover from the first breakaway [20, 27]. Regardless, continuous oxidation of the zirconium-alloys eventually leads to failure of the cladding material, albeit at different rates [26, 27].

In addition to the breakaway phenomenon, there are other structure and chemistry factors that contribute to cladding failure during reactor operation. The addition of hydrogen species in the coolant has been shown to cause cladding embrittlement by dendrite-like phase precipitation in the metal [18]. Inclusion of nitrogen species accelerates oxidation kinetics, attributing to initial nitride formation followed by oxidation that causes a volume expansion and increased oxide porosity [26, 38, 42, 43, 47, 48]. Additional effects such as interfacial stresses [30, 36, 37, 39-41, 219], temperature [47, 48], and alloying elements [22, 220] are all believed to play a role in cladding degradation. Furthermore, contributions from the fuel/cladding interface lead to an unpredictable cladding lifetime, as well as decreased reactor production efficiency [221]. Though the general degradation mechanisms have been well described, there are still questions regarding the predictability of cladding failure inside a nuclear reactor. The complexity of various, simultaneous degradation processes presents a difficult problem in predicting cladding failure, and thus has been a major focus of nuclear research [27].

Improved characterization of the zirconia scale is a critical link needed to advance the fundamental understanding of cladding degradation. Raman spectroscopy has been utilized as a characterization technique of the zirconia scale, both for in situ and post-exposure cross-section analysis [37, 38, 40-45, 219, 222-224]. Raman spectroscopy
provides qualitative to semi-quantitative information on composition, stoichiometry, order disorder, elastic strain, and plastic deformation [30, 38, 225]. Specifically, for zirconia the distinction between monoclinic and tetragonal phase has been well established in oxides grown in varying temperatures and environments [44, 45, 222-224]. Raman spectroscopy has supported the correlation between metastable tetragonal phase formation and high compressive stress in the oxide, oxygen vacancies, grain size, and alloying elements [36-38, 40, 225]. Utilization of Raman mapping provides spatial information regarding these properties with sub-micron resolution [38, 42, 43], and thus is a useful technique for understanding zirconium cladding degradation mechanisms. However, little works have provided mapping of Raman spectral features [38]. More so, there are no known efforts using Raman mapping differences between zirconium alloys or at different points in the corrosion mechanism.

In this work, interest has been given to particular spectral parameters to distinguish key properties of zirconia oxide. New insights on positioning of peaks, relative peak intensities between phases, and half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of Raman peaks across the oxide and at the oxide/metal interface were used to further distinguish the nature of oxide evolution. Spatially resolved Raman mapping of oxides that were grown to points before and after the onset of breakaway on Zr, Zr-2.65Nb, Zry-3, and Zry-4 allowed for correlations between Raman spectral parameters and materials performance.

6.2 Material and Methods

Zirconium (Goodfellow) and alloys Zr-2.65Nb (ATI Metals), Zry-3, and Zry-4 (Idaho National Laboratory) were chosen for the current work (Table 6.1) due to their
wide nuclear applications [27]. Samples were isothermally oxidized, with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) used to monitor mass gain rate, as described elsewhere [26]. Samples were exposed to 80% N₂, 20% O₂ environment at 700 °C. After oxidation, samples were sectioned and mounted in epoxy. They were then ground with SiC up to 1200 grit, followed by polishing up to 0.05 μm alumina slurry. Following polishing, samples were cleaned with heated Alconox solution on a soft pad, rinsed with ultrapure water, and then air dried. The approximate oxide thickness of each sample was examined with a Leica DM6000 M Materials optical microscope.

Raman mapping was accomplished using a Horiba LabRAM HR Evolution (Horiba Scientific) equipped with a 50 mW monochromatic 532 nm doubled Nd:YAG laser with ~0.3 cm⁻¹ spectral resolution. Samples were mounted on a motorized stage with ±1 μm X-Y repeatability and accuracy. Spatial resolution depended upon objective lens magnification, and thus ranged from 721 nm to 1.18 μm. Maps of various sizes were acquired with 1 μm spacing between collected spectra. Spectral range of 150-700 cm⁻¹ was used to examine peaks of interest. Spectra were processed and analyzed with LabSpec V6.3.x (Horiba). Spectral arrays underwent a baseline correction to remove background noise. Convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian peak fitting was collected for spectral arrays. Peak position, amplitude, and HWHM were collected for different peaks in each spectrum and formed into X-Y maps. Spectra collected in metal were observed with low collection counts and large relative noise, and thus were excluded from analysis.

### Table 6.1. Zirconium and alloy compositions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sn</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Hf</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Zr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zr (ppm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr-2.65Nb (wt. %)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zry-3 (wt. %)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zry-4 (wt. %)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 TGA

The TGA data provided an observable mass gain rate during oxidation of zirconium and alloy samples. Pre- and post-breakaway samples were produced based on the time of parabolic-to-linear transition confirmed with TGA (Figure 6.1). Approximate oxide thickness of each sample is included in Table 6.2.

According to the TGA results, pure zirconium greatly outperformed the alloyed samples. This is contradictory of waterside corrosion results, where alloys provide greater resistance to corrosion and oxide breakaway when compared to pure zirconium [27]. In addition, the effect of other degradation mechanisms such as hydrogen ingress provide motivation for alloying of zirconium [27]. However, in the case of this study, high-temperature air simulates transients of different accident scenarios. Nitrogen supports faster oxidation kinetics and increased porous oxide formation than seen in pure oxygen or steam. Further description of the corrosion mechanism of zirconium cladding materials in air is described elsewhere [26].

Amongst the samples in the Zircaloys family (i.e., zirconium-tin based system), Zry-3 resisted breakaway for a longer period of time than Zry-4. With regards to oxidation rate, the Zircaloys experienced similar mass gain rates in the pre-breakaway regime. The zirconium-niobium sample experienced breakaway at a point between the Zry-4 and Zry-3 samples. Additionally, Zr-2.65Nb experienced a greater mass gain rate than all other samples. Though breakaway could be distinguished, the oxidation rate before breakaway is nearly linear.
Figure 6.1. Normalized mass gain during isothermal oxidation for zirconium in hours of exposure (left) and its alloys in minutes of exposure (right). Pre-breakaway samples are designated with solid lines, post-breakaway samples with dotted lines. End points are noted with large dots.

Table 6.2. Oxide thickness of each sample, pre- and post-breakaway.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Zr</th>
<th>Zr-2.65Nb</th>
<th>Zry-3</th>
<th>Zry-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-break</td>
<td>20 ± 3</td>
<td>30 ± 4</td>
<td>17 ± 2</td>
<td>7 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-break</td>
<td>110 ± 30</td>
<td>60 ± 7</td>
<td>40 ± 8</td>
<td>32 ± 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cross-sectioned oxides were further observed with Raman mapping. In particular, some characteristic spectral parameters were spatially resolved to analyze changes in the oxide structure. Phase distribution, specifically monoclinic and tetragonal zirconia, were studied by calculating the percent tetragonality of each spectrum within a map. The positioning of a tetragonal peak was determined and correlated to different mechanisms of tetragonal phase formation. HWHM of a tetragonal peak was analyzed to determine degree of sub-stoichiometry of the tetragonal phase. Finally, residual stress, as it relates to shifts in monoclinic peak positions, was determined on a relative scale versus non-stressed expected peak positions. The specifics of these Raman parameters are described in the following sections to establish trends and relate those trends to sample performance.
6.3.2 Phase Distribution – Percent Tetragonality

The Raman spectra of common zirconium-based polymorphs have been extensively studied. Specifically, distinct vibrational spectra have been well established for both monoclinic and tetragonal zirconia [44, 45, 222]. Tetragonal zirconia is thermodynamically stable above 1205 °C [226]; however, tetragonal phase has been observed in zirconia grown on zirconium at lower temperatures [44]. Two different stabilization mechanisms of tetragonal phase have led to distinct naming of tetragonal phases. First, the “interface-tetragonal” phase is stabilized by high compressive stress and sub-stoichiometry, driven by metal/oxide lattice mismatch and low oxygen availability near the metal/oxide interface [227]. Second, stabilization of the “relaxed-tetragonal” phase in the bulk or external part of the oxide has solely been linked to stoichiometry of the oxygen sub-lattice, evidenced by a shift in position and increased disorder of the Raman peak [38]. A spectrum for each of these tetragonal phases, as well as bulk monoclinic zirconia phase, can be seen in Figure 6.2. For tetragonal phase near the metal/oxide interface, two large tetragonal peaks are seen in the 267-282 cm$^{-1}$ (T$_1$) and 439-456 cm$^{-1}$ (T$_2$) ranges, whereas only the T$_1$ peak is seen in the relaxed-tetragonal spectrum. Additionally, the tetragonal phase content for each spectrum is included in Figure 6.2, of which defines these three different phases.

Tetragonal phase content within zirconia (i.e., percent tetragonality, %T) is estimated as a volume fraction of tetragonal Raman peak intensity versus monoclinic peaks (Equation 6.1). Different forms of volume fraction have been used in literature to determine percent tetragonality [30, 40, 45]. The T$_1$ peak is seen for both interface- and relaxed-tetragonal phases, and thus was chosen versus the adjacent monoclinic peaks (M$_3$
and $M_4$) for calculating percent tetragonality in this work. Because of the peak collection methodology, where local maximums were collected within expected spectral ranges, single phase oxide cannot be calculated with Equation 6.1 (i.e., due to spectral noise, 100% and 0% tetragonality are not possible). For convenience, the threshold for monoclinic-rich oxide phase was defined as $%T < 19.5\%$, where tetragonal contributions to the calculation arise from spectral noise. From this approximation, accounts of tetragonal and monoclinic phase are made. Distinction between relaxed- and interface-tetragonal phases are made by observing the X-Y location of the collected tetragonal-rich spectra with respect to the metal/oxide interface.

$$%T_{ZrO_2} = \frac{I(T_1)}{I(M_3) + I(T_1) + I(M_4)}$$

Equation 6.1

Spatially resolved percent tetragonality of each sample, pre- and post-breakaway, is shown in Figure 6.3. A highly tetragonal phase can be seen near the metal/oxide interface, while the majority of the bulk oxide displays monoclinic-rich characteristics. Evidence of the relaxed-tetragonal phase is seen in many of the Raman maps. With regards to pre- versus post-breakaway samples, a greater amount of relaxed-tetragonal phase is seen in post-breakaway samples than in pre-breakaway samples. In addition, the thickness of the interface-tetragonal phase is thinner after breakaway than before breakaway for the three alloys, indicating that the occurrence of martensitic phase transformation from tetragonal to monoclinic zirconia increases after the onset of breakaway. This supports the theory that the tetragonal phase acts as a barrier to oxygen diffusion [23].
Although the relaxed-tetragonal phase is apparent for Zr samples, the bulk monoclinic oxide displays lower relative tetragonality than the alloys. This lack of tetragonal phase mixing in the oxide bulk could correlate to the superior performance of pure Zr versus the alloys in high temperature \( \text{O}_2/\text{N}_2 \) environment. The lattice mismatch between tetragonal and monoclinic zirconia could contribute to greater porosity and increased pathways for oxygen diffusion to the base metal, thus increasing oxidation rate and instability of the oxide. Further, via the Pilling-Bedworth ratio, alloying elements can be categorized based upon their oxidation volume compared to the zirconium matrix. Elements that oxidize at slower rates, in this case Fe, Nb, and Cr, could preferentially initiate cracking in the oxide [22]. Though there are concentrated areas of relaxed-tetragonal phase in the pure Zr samples, the rest of the bulk oxide is predominantly monoclinic zirconia, showing little to no tetragonal phase.

Finally, Zr and Zry-3 have thinner interface-tetragonal phase than the Zry-4 and Zr-2.65Nb samples. This corresponds with sample performance in Figure 6.1, where Zr and Zry-3 show superior resistance to degradation and breakaway than Zry-4 and Zr-2.65Nb. A thicker tetragonal phase could be expected to correlate with increased corrosion resistance. However, the results indicated differences in tetragonal phase stability between the samples, where the lower performing alloys transition from tetragonal to monoclinic zirconia from large stress gradients, driven by lattice mismatch at the metal/oxide interface [23]. For the better performing alloys, the stabilization of the tetragonal phase is additionally supported by reduced epitaxial growth of tetragonal grains, thus preserving an interface-tetragonal phase that is more resistant to oxygen diffusion to the metal.
Figure 6.2. (a) Optical image of sectioned post-breakaway Zr sample, with metal and oxide indicated. (b) Raman spectra across line defined in (a) with individual spectra (c-e) noted. Individual spectrum for (c) monoclinic, (d) monoclinic with rich tetragonal phase near the metal/oxide interface, and (e) monoclinic with mixed tetragonal phase in the bulk of the oxide. Monoclinic (m-ZrO$_2$) and tetragonal (t-ZrO$_2$) zirconia Raman peaks are noted in each spectrum. Percent tetragonality, calculated with Equation 6.1, are included for each individual spectrum.
Figure 6.3. Matrix showing optical images and percent tetragonality maps for each sample, pre- and post-breakaway. Optical images reveal regions where Raman maps were collected and interfaces (oxide/epoxy and metal/oxide). Percent tetragonality for each spectrum was calculated with Equation 6.1.

6.3.3 Tetragonal Peak Position and HWHM

The large variation of the first tetragonal Raman peak position (262-287 cm\(^{-1}\)) has been attributed to differing stabilization factors, leading to the two different tetragonal phases being defined. [38, 40, 42, 45] The tetragonal phase that is stabilized with the support of compressive stress is correlated to a higher positioned tetragonal peak (i.e., wavenumber \(\geq 275\) cm\(^{-1}\)). When high amounts of stress are not evident, as would be seen
in the bulk of the oxide, relaxed-tetragonal phase is evidenced by a lower tetragonal peak position (i.e., wavenumbers ≤ 270 cm$^{-1}$). As for determining stoichiometry in the oxygen sub-lattice, the HWHM ratio has been used for the tetragonal peak [38, 40]. The HWHM increases with an increasing lattice disorder, driven by factors such as defects, doping cations, and/or oxygen sub-stoichiometry [38, 228]. Thus, the peak position and HWHM of the tetragonal peak were found for each spectra in all Raman maps, as summarized in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. Spectra meeting the monoclinic-rich zirconia criteria (i.e., %T < 19.5%) were excluded from the tetragonal phase analysis.

For tetragonal phase with lower percent tetragonality (i.e., near 20% tetragonality), there is a notably large scatter in the $T_1$ peak position (Figure 6.5). As percent tetragonality increases, the $T_1$ peak position tends to stabilize around 275 cm$^{-1}$. Spectra deemed as relaxed-tetragonal zirconia phase do not show high relative intensities versus the nearest monoclinic peaks – all spectra fall between 20-30% tetragonality. The tetragonal peak position of relaxed-tetragonal spectra is also scattered. For Raman maps where a notable amount of relaxed-tetragonal phase is evident (all post-breakaway samples, as well as pre-breakaway Zr-2.65Nb), the interface-tetragonal phase statistically have higher tetragonal peak position than relaxed-tetragonal phase (Figure 6.4).

As for HWHM results (Figure 6.5), tetragonal phase with low percent tetragonality have large scatter in HWHM. As the tetragonal peak increases in relative intensity, the HWHM trends toward low values, revealing highly ordered oxygen sub-lattice in the tetragonal-rich zirconia. This trend is rather consistent over all alloys, both before and after breakaway has occurred. The large scatter for lower tetragonal phase could be driven by the sub-stoichiometry in the oxygen sub-lattice. This is particularly
key for zirconia at the metal/oxide interface, where others have shown that the highest sub-stoichiometry is greatest near the metal interface [38, 229]. For Zr, Zry-3, and Zry-4 post-breakaway samples, the HWHM of relaxed-tetragonal phase is statistically greater than the interface-tetragonal phase. Alternatively, there is no notable distinction between the two tetragonal phase types in terms of order/disorder for the Zr-2.65Nb pre- and post-breakaway samples. This correlates to the performance of the Zr-2.65Nb alloy seen with TGA, where mass gain rate is near linear before and after breakaway.

Focusing on the Zircaloys, the relaxed-tetragonal phase displayed statistically lower peak positions and higher HWHM than seen from the interface-tetragonal phase. This supports the differences in stabilization mechanisms between the two tetragonal phase types. Relaxed-tetragonal phase is stabilized via sub-stoichiometry, while interface-tetragonal phase is additionally supported by the high compressive stresses near the metal/oxide interface. The greater presence of relaxed-tetragonal phase with Zircaloys compared to elemental Zr could be related to the inclusion of elements with greater Pilling-Bedworth ratios (iron and chromium). It has been shown that inclusion of trivalent dopants, which is available for iron and chromium, compete with zirconium ions for oxygen vacancies, resulting in stabilization of tetragonal phase [230]. This increase in relaxed-tetragonal phase is seen only after breakaway occurs. However, the oxide scales of Zry-3 and Zry-4 before breakaway were relatively thin (< 10 µm), and thus an ability to distinguish between interface- and relaxed-tetragonal phase is unclear.
Figure 6.4. Tetragonal ($T_1$) peak position of tetragonal-interface and tetragonal-relaxed phases for each alloy, pre- and post-breakaway. Shown for each sample are (left) box-and-whisker plots for the $T_1$ peak position of each tetragonal phase, (center) $T_1$ peak position as a function of the percent tetragonality calculated for each spectrum with Equation 6.1, and (right) $T_1$ peak position as a function of distance along the horizontal axis from the metal/oxide interface.
6.3.4 Residual Stress

There has been much discussion about the relationship between the presence of tetragonal zirconia and stress state. As previously stated, zirconia is thermodynamically stable as monoclinic phase below 1205 °C. However, tetragonal zirconia grown on zirconium is stabilized at lower temperatures; specifically, the interface-tetragonal phase stabilizes near the metal/oxide interface by high compressive stresses [227]. Therefore, oxide with high tetragonal concentration near the metal/oxide interface should coincide with high compressive stresses. The understanding of this correlation is important, as
prior efforts have led to a belief that the interface-tetragonal phase relates to alloy passivity, porosity, and crack formation [23, 225].

As for the stress-state, stress development of zirconia has been studied for more than 50 years [29, 30, 36, 37, 39-41, 219]. In particular, Raman spectroscopy has been utilized to observe stress development during sample heating [37, 39, 219], as well as residual stress from post-exposure examination of sectioned oxides [36]. The residual stress seen with post-exposure examination is comprised of growth, thermal, and relaxation stress [36]. With Raman, residual stress is observed by shifts from non-stressed peak positions, where the rate of stress as a function of peak shift is calibrated via uniaxial compression [30, 37, 38, 41, 44]. Using Raman, residual stress has been calculated between hundreds of MPa to more than 5 GPa of compression at the metal/oxide interface [36]. In general, a direct correlation between shift from expected peak position and residual stress has been shown [30]. For this work, residual stress is qualitatively observed as a shift from expected peak positions, where a positive peak shift aligns with tensile stress and a negative peak shift aligns with compressive stress. Two monoclinic peaks were used to observe residual stress state – the $M_2$ ($189 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) and the $M_8$ ($475 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) peaks.

Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 provide X-Y maps of the $M_2$ and $M_8$ peak positions, respectively. The bulk of the oxide for each sample tend to show peaks near the expected, or non-stressed, positions. As the distance from the metal/oxide interface decreases, the monoclinic peak positions decrease, coordinating to compressive stress. This is further evidenced in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 when looking at the monoclinic peak positions as a function of percent tetragonality. As the percent tetragonality increases, the peak
position trends below non-stressed peak position. The exception is the thin Zry-4 sample before breakaway. Here, it appears that even the epoxy-side oxide reveals lower positions than non-stressed peaks, and thus some compressive stress is evident throughout the entire oxide. This correlates with the tetragonality maps seen in Figure 6.3, where highly tetragonal spectra also demonstrate large shifts in monoclinic peak positions, and thus high compressive stress.

Zry-3 before breakaway does not have this high compressive stress in the bulk of its thin oxide. This supports why Zry-3 resisted breakaway for a longer period of time than Zry-4. Interface-tetragonal phase in Zry-3 is driven by a stabilization of a thinner tetragonal phase via grain size in addition to compressive stress, while Zry-4’s thick, unstable tetragonal phase forms primarily by compressive stress. As for Zr-2.65Nb, a consistency of stress distribution before and after breakaway correlates to the performance seen from TGA, where the kinetics behaved similar before and after breakaway. However, for the post-breakaway Zr-2.65Nb, the scatter of the M₈ peak position is notable, as well as no notable trend correlating compressive stress to increasing tetragonality.
Figure 6.6. Raman mapping of $M_2$ peak position for each sample, both pre- and post-breakaway. Scatter plots of $M_2$ peak position as a function of percent tetragonality are also included for each Raman map.
Figure 6.7. Raman mapping of M$_8$ peak position for each sample, both pre- and post-breakaway. Scatter plots of M$_8$ peak position as a function of percent tetragonality are also included for each Raman map.

6.3.5 Parameter Correlations

A correlation between the stabilization of tetragonal phase at the metal/oxide interface and compressive stress has been investigated and established. Similar trends between these two factors as a function of distance from the metal/oxide interface can be inferred from Figure 6.8. The shape of these plots display asymptotic characteristics, where evidence of tetragonal phase approaches zero, and monoclinic peaks approach non-stressed positions as distance from the metal/oxide interface increases. Near the interface, high tetragonal phase coincides with large decreases in monoclinic peak positions (i.e., compressive stress). Also of note is how the relaxed-tetragonal data closely follows the trend of monoclinic peak positions. This supports the theory that
relaxed-tetragonal phase is not stabilized with contribution from compressive stress, and rather is stabilized from sub-stoichiometric contributions.

Due to the similar trends that percent tetragonality and monoclinic peak positions present as a function of distance from metal/oxide interface, a linear correlation between percent tetragonality and monoclinic peak positions were assumed (Figure 6.9). Referring to Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, all of the spectra with high percent tetragonality are recognized as interface-tetragonal phase, and thus should also possess the highest compressive stress in the oxide. From this, a correlation between the performance of each material, as seen with TGA in Figure 6.1, and the amount of stress observed near the metal/oxide interface, can be made. Zry-4, which experienced breakaway the quickest during the isothermal oxidation, also reveals some of the highest Raman shifts in monoclinic peaks at the metal/oxide interface. This same trend between shortest time to breakaway and highest stress-level at the metal/oxide interface is seen, in order Zry-4, Zr-2.65Nb, Zry-3, and pure Zr. The outlier again is the post-breakaway Zr-2.65Nb sample when looking at the Ms trend line. The slope of this trend is relatively flat, showing no correlation between Ms peak position (i.e., compressive stress) and percent tetragonality.

As for comparing pre- to post-breakaway, no observable trend can be distinguished for the high percentage tetragonality end of the linear fits. However, pre-breakaway samples consistently display greater shifts in monoclinic peak positions at the monoclinic-rich side of the linear fits (i.e., near zero percent tetragonality). In theory, this means there is more compressive stress within the bulk of the oxide prior to breakaway than there is after breakaway, confirming the theory that stress builds up until breakaway initiates to relieve the stress in the oxide. This difference in monoclinic peak position is
especially evident for Zry-4, where the oxide thickness of the pre-breakaway sample is under 10 µm in thickness. The Raman spectra collected for this sample is majority tetragonal-present phase, as well as under high compressive stress throughout the entire oxide. This is in agreement with work done by Kurpaska et al., where in situ Raman provided evidence of monoclinic peak shifts to less stressed wavenumbers as a function of exposure time. [219] Thus, the early onset of oxide growth should display lower monoclinic peak positions, and transition to higher values as the oxide grows and stress of the surface oxide declines. As for Zr-2.65Nb, there is little difference in M2 peak position before and after breakaway, supporting the minimal transition of mass gain rate and stress state before and after breakaway.
Figure 6.8. Percent tetragonality and monoclinic peak positions, $M_2$ and $M_8$ (in cm$^{-1}$), as a function of distance from the metal/oxide interface for each alloy, pre- and post-breakaway.
Figure 6.9. Linear trends of monoclinic peak positions, $M_2$ (left) and $M_8$ (right), as a function of percent tetragonality. Pre-breakaway samples are designated with solid lines, post-breakaway samples with dotted lines.

When comparing the Zircalloys, Zry-3 outperformed Zry-4 in regards to resisting breakaway. In Figure 6.9, Zry-4 displays lower peak positions for monoclinic-rich phase (i.e., higher compressive stress in the bulk of the oxide) as well as more intense slopes, leading to higher compressive stress of interface-tetragonal phase. This supports the differences in stabilization between Zry-3 and Zry-4 proposed by Wei et al., where a decrease in tin content improves corrosion resistance. [23] Tetragonal phase of Zry-4 theoretically stabilizes mainly by compressive stress, whereas tetragonal phase of Zry-3 stabilizes with support by tetragonal grain size. The stress-stabilized, tetragonal grains of Zry-4 undergo a martensitic transformation to monoclinic zirconia rapidly, thus causing damage in the oxide and supporting breakaway sooner than for Zry-3.

6.4 Conclusions

This work utilized Raman mapping to resolve spectral features as a function of X-Y location for different zirconium alloys after exposure to 700 °C mixed N$_2$ and O$_2$
environment, reaching points before and after breakaway. Raman mapping of sectioned oxides provides utility of correlating spatially-resolved spectral peak positions and shape to both performance and oxide properties.

Tetragonal phase volume fraction was calculated (Equation 6.1) and mapped for each spectrum, revealing a tetragonal-rich phase near the metal/oxide interface, as well as a relaxed-tetragonal phase stabilized in the bulk of the oxide. The better performing Zr and Zry-3 samples had thinner tetragonal phase at the metal/oxide interface than Zry-4 and Zr-2.65Nb. This supports the theory that differences in tetragonal phase stability, in addition to the mechanism behind the martensitic phase transition to monoclinic zirconia, play a role in oxide stability and diffusion-limited kinetics. The stable Zry-3 and Zr tetragonal phase may be driven by low or absence of tin and niobium inclusion, thus resulting in the tetragonal phase being stabilized via grain size rather than solely by interfacial stress.

The tetragonal Raman peak was compared between interface- and relaxed-tetragonal phases, revealing higher peak position and lower HWHM for the interface-tetragonal phase. In this case, the Raman data indicated that the contribution of highly compressive stress stabilized formation of tetragonal phase at the metal/oxide interface. This was further supported by certain monoclinic peak positions seen at lower wavenumbers for spectra nearest the metal/oxide interface. This decline in monoclinic peak position correlates to highly compressive stress, while the bulk of the oxide revealed nearly non-stressed peak positions.

Finally, a linear correlation between tetragonal phase fraction and stress state was made. A trend showing decrease in monoclinic peak position with increase in tetragonal
phase content was revealed. The monoclinic peak positions for monoclinic-rich zirconia were consistently lower in pre-breakaway oxides than seen in post-breakaway oxides, supporting the theory of stress-induced breakaway. A higher amount of residual stress is seen in Zry-4 than in Zry-3, supporting the stabilization of low-tin content alloys via grain size rather than stress stabilization. This methodology of mapping Raman spectral features has revealed these trends, providing greater insight into the mechanisms that cause failure of zirconium alloy cladding in nuclear reactors.
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CHAPTER 7: CHARACTERIZATION OF ZIRCONIUM OXIDES PART II: NEW INSIGHTS ON THE GROWTH OF ZIRCONIA REVEALED THROUGH COMPLEMENTARY HIGH-RESOLUTION MAPPING TECHNIQUES

7.1 Introduction

The adverse environment created from irradiation and variable conditions within a nuclear reactor core induces complex degradation processes of cladding. Zirconium alloys are a viable material choice for fuel cladding, due to its low neutron absorption cross-section and strong corrosion resistance while in a nuclear reactor environment. Dynamic material effects and the extreme environment make it difficult to predict or monitor cladding condition in-core and present significant obstacles for achieving a comprehensive and unified understanding of cladding degradation mechanisms [20, 27, 221, 231].

Currently, chemical evolution over the lifetime of cladding can only be inferred using post-irradiation examination (PIE) [54], or mimicking the coolant-side conditions with in situ characterization [19, 37, 38, 219, 232]. Progress is being made to establish new sensing techniques; for instance, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is becoming established as a cladding degradation sensing technique [19, 54, 232]. However, in order to develop accurate EIS models and advance current sensor technology, high-resolution characterization techniques must be used to translate degradation processes along the cladding pathway to equivalent circuit models. This work utilizes scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM), Raman spectroscopy,
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) to provide high-resolution co-localized characterization of zirconium oxide and metal/oxide interface.

Raman spectroscopy provides qualitative to semi-quantitative information on ceramic material composition. This technique has been extensively used for both in situ and post-exposure sectioned analysis of zirconium alloys [30, 37, 38, 42, 43, 219]. Raman provided evidence of a bilayer oxide structure grown on zirconium after extended thermal oxidation [45, 225]. The inner layer is a metastable tetragonal phase that has been considered on both ends of the spectrum with regards to being either a protective barrier or a non-participant in the corrosion mechanism of the cladding [27]. The metastable tetragonal phase is believed to be stabilized by a combined effect of interfacial compressive stress, oxygen sub-stoichiometry, and grain size [37, 38]. Via a martensitic phase transformation, tetragonal zirconia transitions to a columnar grained and more porous monoclinic zirconia outer layer. A region of mixed, transient tetragonal-monoclinic zirconia exists between these layers. Raman spectra also provide insight into the stress distribution within the oxide, where high compressive stress is seen in the small, equiaxed tetragonal grains near the metal/oxide interface. With support by oxide porosity, this high compressive stress is believed to reach a critical value that is followed by a rapid transition to a less stressed state. The stress relief, termed the breakaway phenomenon, is allowed by vertical fracturing in the oxide, providing a pathway for increased oxidation rate [27, 30].

SKPFM is a non-destructive atomic force microscopy (AFM) variant that resolves nanoscale features on the material surface. The traditional Kelvin probe utilizes the
capacitive nature between conductors in electrical contact to determine the contact potential difference (CPD), or Volta potential difference (VPD). When applied to a nanoscale and mobile probe, SKPFM spatially resolves local relative Volta potentials that correspond to microstructural heterogeneities on the material’s surface. The VPD between two metals in electrical contact directly relates to the difference in their electron work functions [233]. While in an inert environment with minimum surface adsorbates, the Kelvin probe can theoretically acquire the work function difference between probe and sample surface. It is a useful surface characterization technique for specifying phase nobility (i.e., microgalvanic coupling) [165, 168-170, 184, 215], hydrogen precipitation detection [234-238], characterization of semiconductors [239, 240], and co-localization with elemental makeup from SEM/EDS [127]. However, SKPFM has yet to be utilized for characterizing nuclear cladding zirconium alloys. The thermally grown zirconia is an n-type semiconductor, where oxide growth at the cladding’s metal/oxide interface is limited by oxygen anion diffusion [27]. With the existence of an electric field driving spontaneous high-temperature corrosion, the flux of oxygen anions to the metal is balanced by a flux of electrons to the oxide/coolant boundary via hopping mechanism, thus netting zero current [20, 27]. The ionic conductivity of zirconia is ultimately driven by crystal lattice defects, such as Frenkel defects, Schottky disordering, dislocations, and grain boundaries [20, 241]. A region of oxide bordering the metal substrate, stabilizes as tetragonal zirconia due to high compressive stress and oxygen sub-stoichiometry [37, 38, 219, 242], making it a viable electron acceptor (i.e., p-type semiconductor). This thin tetragonal phase is theorized to be a barrier layer to increased oxide growth [27]. Additionally, distribution of other species in zirconia produces spatial heterogeneities in
electronic properties, and thus provide a driving force for microgalvanic reactions to occur [243]. Given these notable variabilities in the oxide structure, the nanoscale resolution capabilities of SKPFM can provide spatial mapping of ionic/electronic pathways that regulate the corrosion mechanism. SKPFM can provide new insight into the electronic properties of the zirconia layering, oxygen stoichiometry, and metal/oxide interface. Additionally, SKPFM could be utilized to detect heterogeneities such as secondary-phase precipitates, hydrides, and nitrides. The electronic structure of both oxide and metal has great effect on the catalytic activity at the metal/oxide interface. Also, the inclusion of alloying elements plays a role in catalytic activity and selectivity of metals [244]. An ensemble of carefully selected complementary characterization techniques enables new correlations between electronic properties, microstructural heterogeneities, and elemental composition. These correlations provide an insight of zirconia growth mechanisms yet to be observed with individual techniques. With an improved knowledge of cladding degradation, accurate EIS equivalent circuit models can be used for in-core monitoring of cladding degradation.

7.2 Experimental methods

Zirconium (Goodfellow) and Zr-2.65Nb (ATI Metals) were chosen for the current work (Table 7.1). Plate samples were isothermally oxidized, with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) used to monitor mass gain rate, as described elsewhere [26]. Samples were exposed to 80 % N₂, 20 % O₂ environment at 700 °C. After oxidation, samples were sectioned and mounted in epoxy. They were then ground with SiC up to 1200 grit, followed by polishing with 1 and 0.05 μm alumina slurries. Following polishing, samples were cleaned with heated Alconox solution on a soft pad, rinsed with ultrapure water, and
air dried. Samples were then immediately transferred to the glovebox AFM for SKPFM analysis.

**Table 7.1. Zirconium and Zr-2.65Nb compositions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Sn</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Hf</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Zr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zr (ppm)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr-2.65Nb (wt. %)</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SKPFM was done with a Dimension Icon AFM (Bruker) in an argon filled glovebox (MBraun, <0.1 ppm O₂ and H₂O). PFQNE-AL probes were used to acquire results, operating under a dual-pass method called FM PF-KPFM [122]. In addition to topography, quantitative nanomechanical (QNM) properties were simultaneously acquired from probe/material interactions. Volta potential differences were acquired when the probe was lifted to a user-defined lift height of 100 nm above the surface, creating a nanoscale scenario synonymous to the traditional Kelvin probe. Prior to SKPFM acquisition of the cladding samples, probes were calibrated by imaging a Bruker PFKPFM-SMPL, consisting of an n-doped silicon substrate with patterned islands of aluminum surrounded by a gold interconnect. This sample was utilized to ensure relative consistency of probes by providing a step-wise VPD map from aluminum to silicon to gold [122]. Image processing and analysis were conducted using NanoScope Analysis V1.8 (Bruker). Topography maps underwent a flattening process to remove sample tilt.

Raman spectroscopy was accomplished using a Horiba LabRAM HR Evolution (Horiba Scientific) with a monochromatic 532 nm doubled Nd:YAG laser with 50 mW power and ~0.3 μm spectral resolution. Samples were mounted on a motorized stage with ±1 μm X–Y repeatability and accuracy. Spatial resolution depended upon objective lens magnification, ranging from 721 nm to 1.18 μm, and thus Raman maps were acquired
with 1 μm spacing between collected spectra. Spectral range of 150–700 cm$^{-1}$ was used to examine peaks of interest. Spectra were processed and analyzed with LabSpec V6.3.x (Horiba). Spectral arrays underwent a baseline correction to remove background noise. Convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian peak fitting was collected for spectral arrays. Peak position and amplitude were collected for different peaks in each spectrum and formed into X–Y maps. Distinction of zirconia phase, particularly monoclinic and tetragonal, has been well established [43]. Tetragonal phase, which is thermodynamically stable above 1205 °C [226], is stabilized at lower temperatures in the grown oxide. The stability of tetragonal phase near the metal/oxide interface is driven by high compressive stress and oxygen sub-stoichiometry [38]. Phase content (i.e., volume fraction) of tetragonal and monoclinic zirconia is estimated to calculate the named percent tetragonality. The first tetragonal peak (T$_1$) versus neighboring monoclinic peaks (M$_3$ and M$_4$) was decidedly used to calculate percent tetragonality (Equation 7.1). Also analyzed from Raman spectra was relative residual stress, where shifts in monoclinic peak positions directly correlates to relative stress [30]. The M$_2$ peak was chosen to observe relative residual stress, where a decrease in this peak’s position correlates with increasingly relative compressive stress. A calibration is commonly done in order to quantify stress – however, a calibration was not conducted for this work. Rather, the relative stress state was observed to show trends as a function of percent tetragonality and distance from the metal/oxide interface.

$$\%T_{ZrO_2} = \frac{I(T_1)}{I(M_3)+I(T_1)+I(M_4)}$$

Equation 7.1

SEM/EDS with a Hitachi S-3400N-II (Oxford Instruments Energy+) at 10-15 keV and 10 mm working distance to provide elemental distribution of each sample. Due to the
inherent sample damage that occurs during Raman (laser beam damage [245]) and SEM/EDS (carbon pyrolysis and electron beam irradiation [170, 184, 240]), these techniques were done in corresponding order after SKPFM. In addition, samples were carbon-coated prior to SEM/EDS to provide a conductive layer over the epoxy mount and inhibit charge build-up.

### 7.3 Results and discussion

TGA provided observable mass gain rate for the zirconium samples (Figure 7.1). Samples were held to points either before or after breakaway was observed. Breakaway was identified by a transition of mass gain rate from parabolic to linear kinetics. Faster kinetics and breakaway are induced much earlier in air than seen in oxygen or steam environments, due to the inclusion of nitrogen in the mechanism. Nitride formation and subsequent oxidation of those nitrides leads to increased porosity of the oxide [26]. The post-breakaway pure Zr sample was oxidized for $\sim 226$ h, while the post-breakaway Zr-2.65Nb was oxidized for $\sim 10.5$ h. An additional pure Zr sample was oxidized for 20 h, being removed prior to breakaway occurring. The vast superiority of Zr over Zr-2.65Nb in resisting corrosion and breakaway is opposite of waterside corrosion performance, where inclusion of niobium improves corrosion and breakaway resistance, as well as mechanical properties when compared to pure zirconium [27]. In the case of this study, exposure to high temperature mixed nitrogen/oxygen environment presents different possible scenarios mimicking an air-cooled core (such as with Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) at Idaho National Lab) or air ingress and rapid increase in temperature during a nuclear reactor loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). Corrosion mechanisms in this particular environment are described elsewhere [26].
Figure 7.1. Normalized mass gain during isothermal oxidation for Zr-2.65Nb (left) and Zr (right).

Post-oxidation analysis was done on cross sectioned samples. Being the least destructive technique, SKPFM in an argon filled glovebox was done first. Co-localization of SKPFM with the other techniques was accomplished by establishing fiducial marks, such as distinct crack morphology in the oxide or variation in oxide/metal profile.

For SKPFM, relative Volta potentials (i.e., Volta potential difference, VPD), as well as QNM properties were mapped and used to identify the exact metal/oxide boundary. Figure 7.2 presents height, VPD, adhesion, and deformation acquired for the oxidized Zr sample. The metal/oxide interface is noted with red lines. A clear boundary is seen between the metal and oxide, where the average metal Volta potential is \(~160\) mV higher than the average oxide Volta potential (Figure 7.2b). Differences in surface morphology (Figure 7.2a), as well as changes in adhesion (Figure 7.2c) and deformation (Figure 7.2d) support that the transition point between metal and oxide correspond with the boundary in the Volta potential channel. In addition, a large particle is seen at the metal/oxide interface, displaying higher Volta potential than the surrounding oxide and metal. Based upon the size and location of the particle, as well as the exposing
environment, it is likely either a secondary-phase precipitate (SPP) or a nitride. During breakaway in a mixed nitrogen/oxygen environment, nitride particles form at the metal/oxide interface [26]. The difference in lattice density between Zr, ZrO2, and ZrN causes lattice mismatch, driving cracking and formation of porous oxide following the oxidation of the nitride particle, leading to pathways for increased cladding degradation [32, 33, 48]. On the other hand, elements such as chromium and iron can form SPPs that tend to oxidize at a slower rate than the surrounding zirconium matrix. These slow oxidizing SPPs may support microgalvanic corrosion of the surrounding zirconium, as well as provide pathways via lattice mismatch to cause cracking of the oxide [27]. At higher temperatures, the mobility of iron and chromium should increase, allowing possible formation of SPPs, even when low in concentration. The higher measured Volta potential of the particle seen in Figure 7.2 supports the theory that it acts as a local cathode relative to the surrounding oxide.
Raman mapping of the same area provided insight into the separation of oxide phases. Figure 7.3 shows maps of both percent tetragonality (i.e., phase content) and monoclinic peak position (i.e., relative stress state). At the metal/oxide interface (metal is gray in color), tetragonal- rich phase is evident, as are shifts to lower monoclinic peak position that corresponds to increasing compressive stress. As the distance from the interface increases, relative stress decreases, as does the concentration of tetragonal phase. There are notable regions in the bulk oxide with higher percent tetragonality, which may correspond to the “relaxed-tetragonal” phase. It has been shown that this other tetragonal phase stabilizes in the bulk of the oxide via sub-stoichiometry, absent of compressive stress supporting its formation. However, in the case of a few of the tetragonal-rich regions in the bulk of the oxide, a notable correlation between high tetragonality and compressive stress is seen. Looking at the SEM image showing the
collected Raman map (Figure 7.3c), these regions appear to be near a large horizontal crack, along with highly porous oxide.

![Raman mapping results for sectioned sample of oxidized Zr. (a) Percent tetragonality and (b) monoclinic (M₂) peak position maps. (c) SEM image with area where Raman mapping was performed.](image)

**Figure 7.3.** Raman mapping results for sectioned sample of oxidized Zr. (a) Percent tetragonality and (b) monoclinic (M₂) peak position maps. (c) SEM image with area where Raman mapping was performed.

A particular region in the bottom left of the Raman map in Figure 7.4 was further investigated to determine the reason for high compressive stress in the bulk of the oxide. Considering the spectra along the line in Figure 7.4, a few observations can be made. The spectra that have lower monoclinic peak position and tetragonal-rich peaks are noted in Figure 7.4c. A majority of spectra with high compressive stress (i.e., low monoclinic peak position) correlate with the presence of tetragonal-rich phase. Two spectra contradict this correlation at X =30 μm and 38 μm. For the former, the tetragonal peak is near 265 cm⁻¹, which is different than tetragonal peak positions seen in the other spectra (275–285 cm⁻¹). Additionally, there is a lessened presence of compressive stress, as the
monoclinic peak is positioned at a higher wavenumber. These factors correspond with the relaxed-tetragonal phase, where relaxed-tetragonal peak position is lower than peak position of tetragonal phase stabilized by compressive stress [38]. For the X =38 μm spectra, it appears that high compressive stress is present, but no tetragonal peak is observed. This appears to be the transition point from the tetragonal-rich region to monoclinic-rich, even though there is still high compressive stress. These observations support the theory that oxygen sub-stoichiometry must be present with notable compressive stress to stabilize tetragonal phase [38]. For all other spectra with noted tetragonal phase (X=32–37 μm), the location of the tetragonal peaks are at 275–285 cm$^{-1}$, corresponding with what is typically seen for stress-stabilized tetragonal phase. Additionally, the $M_2$ peak position for these spectra supports presence of a relative compressive stress with lower peak positions. Therefore, the stabilization of this tetragonal zirconia is driven by both oxygen sub-stoichiometry and compressive stress, much like the tetragonal phase present near the metal/oxide interface. The presence of the large crack close to this zirconia may support the change in stress state and thus stabilization of tetragonal phase.
Correlations between the SKPFM and Raman maps were also made. Within the Raman tetragonality map (Figure 7.3a), at the metal/oxide interface there is an area of lower percent tetragonality with similar shape and size to the cathodic particle seen with SKPFM (Figure 7.2b). A closer look at this particle is seen in Figure 7.5. The data acquired via SKPFM (Figure 7.5a), Raman mapping (Figure 7.5b-c), and SEM/EDS, (Figure 7.5d) follow a line that crosses the cathodic particle. Co-localization of X–Y position for each technique was done by aligning the distance from the metal/oxide interface to other notable features. The Volta potential for the particle is $\sim 600 \text{ mV}$ greater than the neighboring metal, displaying relative cathodic nature (Figure 7.5a). This
particle’s Volta potential maximum is at the same point as the largest decrease in $M_2$ peak position, and thus largest relative compressive stress (Figure 7.5c). Additionally, this occurs when percent tetragonality is increasing, but is still below its maximum value (Figure 7.5b). The end of the oxide, where percent tetragonality and $M_2$ peak position lines abruptly end, is where the particle ends.

Further evidence of either nitride or iron-enrichment for this particle can be seen in Figure 7.6, showing individual Raman spectra across a portion of the noted line scan in Figure 7.5. Spectra nearest the metal/oxide interface (i.e., near $X = 8 \mu m$) reveal a high relative tetragonal peak around $280 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. As the distance from the metal/oxide interface increases, evidence of a broad peak around the $200–250 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ range is seen. The broad peak in this region can help explain why the percent tetragonality map revealed a particle of lower tetragonality with similar shape to the high Volta potential particle. It is likely due to the $M_3$ monoclinic peak being used to support calculation of percent tetragonality (Equation 7.1). Since the broad peak arises in this spectral range, it is recognized as the ‘$M_3$ peak’, when in actuality a different compositional feature is revealed. Further away from the metal/oxide interface, this broad peak is slowly lost (Figure 7.6), and the sharp $M_3$ peak is revealed (i.e., $X = 17–19 \mu m$). The broad peak shows similar spectral features as those seen in ZrN, [43] as well as hematite (Fe$_2$O$_3$) [246]. For ZrN, a sharp peak is seen in the $230–235 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ range, with a broad shoulder to the left to $\sim 170 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. For hematite, the $A_{1g}$ mode at $225 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ and its shouldering $E_g$ mode at $247 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ are similar to the spectral features of the broad peak. Due to the shape of this broad peaks seen in Figure 7.6, it is reasonable to conclude that the particle is an iron-rich SPP. The shouldering that is visible to the right of the broad peak likely correlates to the $E_g$ mode.
of hematite, while ZrN has a shouldering to the left of its peak. In addition, the Fe-rich SPP is likely highly metallic, thus producing Raman spectra with high amounts of noise. The oxidation of cathodic SPPs are slow relative to Zr, thus leaving a heavily metallic particle in an oxidized matrix [27].

For compositional correlation, a line scan of EDS measurements is included (Figure 7.5d). There is no discernable evidence of concentrated iron or nitrogen counts near the metal/oxide interface. A possible reason for this lack of secondary element response may be due to the damage inflicted upon the sample from the 50 mW Raman laser. When laser power is increased, there is a tradeoff between maximizing signal and increasing surface damage. Damage to the sample surface from the Raman laser makes it difficult to resolve particles even a few microns in size with SEM/EDS. Further evidence of this effect can be seen in Figure 7.7, where a Zr pre-breakaway sample correlates high Volta potential particles and iron-rich SPPs. Raman mapping was excluded in the analysis of this sample, thus excluding the possible effect of Raman laser damage prior to SEM/EDS. This provides evidence of SPP formation in the Zr sample, regardless of the low concentration of iron in pure Zr (Table 7.1). Therefore, the absence of iron in the EDS line scan in Figure 7.5d does not restrict iron from being the contributing element to the cathodic behavior of the particle.
Figure 7.5. Co-localization between (a) SKPFM Volta potential map with VPD line scan of 1 V range, (b) percent tetragonality and (c) M2 peak position maps with line scans determined via Raman mapping, and (d) SEM image with EDS elemental line scans for a sectioned sample of oxidized Zr.
Figure 7.6. (a) Raman spectra for partial distance across the line scan in Figure 7.5. (b) Inset of spectra with monoclinic (M) and tetragonal (T) zirconia peaks noted.

Figure 7.7. Co-localization between (a) height and Volta potential via SKPFM and (b) elemental analysis via SEM/EDS for a sectioned sample of oxidized pure Zr (pre-breakaway). Area where SKPFPM was performed is included in SEM image. Red circles in Volta potential and EDS maps present correlations between high VPD regions and Fe-rich particles.
To observe the metal/oxide interface and similarities between features, Figure 7.8 shows co-localized maps with corresponding line scan data plots for each technique. In this case, a direct transition between metal and oxide is seen at $X \approx 8 \, \mu\text{m}$. This occurs where the Raman spectra ends, as well as where a sharp transition in Volta potential is seen. The tetragonal-rich region can be distinguished in the $X = 8-20 \, \mu\text{m}$ range (Figure 7.8b). A drop in Volta potential is visible in this range, providing evidence that the tetragonal-rich region nearest the metal/oxide interface is relatively anodic versus the metal. In fact, the only region within the captured SKPFM image that shows a higher relative Volta potential is in the bottom left area of the image (Figure 7.8a). This region likely correlates to monoclinic-rich zirconia, while the rest of the zirconia mapped in the SKPFM image is tetragonal-rich, and thus lower in relative Volta potential.

Co-localized SKPFM, Raman mapping, and SEM/EDS was also performed on the sectioned Zr-2.65Nb sample (Figure 7.9). Contrary to Zr, the average Volta potential of the oxide is $\sim 685 \, \text{mV}$ greater than that of the metal, revealing relative cathodic behavior for the oxide and relative anodic behavior for the metal (Figure 7.9a). The Raman map reveals a tetragonal-rich region at the metal/oxide interface, while the bulk of the oxide is monoclinic-rich (Figure 7.9b). Similarly, compressive stress is seen in the form of lower $M_2$ peak position for zirconia nearest the metal/oxide interface, while the bulk of the oxide is relatively close to the expected $M_2$ peak position of 189 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 7.9c). Looking at the line scans across the metal/oxide interface, correlations between phase content and VPD can be made. A rapid decline in Volta potential is seen at the same position as an increase in percent tetragonality and decrease in $M_2$ peak position. In the VPD line scan, there is a thin trench that corresponds to the tetragonal-rich zirconia seen
in Figure 7.9b. After this trench, the VPD slightly increases, coordinating to the Zr-2.65Nb metal. This supports the evidence seen from Zr, where tetragonal-rich zirconia has a lower Volta potential than both the monoclinic-rich zirconia and the metal. A clear metal/oxide boundary is seen in the EDS maps. Due to the substitutional mechanism of Nb in zirconium, no SPPs were seen with EDS. Similarly, no discernible particles were seen in the SKPFM or Raman maps.

The tetragonal phase zirconia at the metal/oxide interface has been recognized as a protective barrier, providing a dense layer that limits the oxidation mechanism by diffusion of oxygen anions. The porous monoclinic zirconia layer is theorized to provide an easy pathway for coolant media diffusion through the pores and columnar grain boundaries. Once the corrosive media reaches the tetragonal-rich layer, the small, equiaxed tetragonal grains create an oxidation barrier, forcing transport of oxygen anions via vacancy mechanism to reach the metal and form new oxide. A correlation between tetragonal phase stability and oxygen sub-stoichiometry has already been established [219]. Diffusion resistance of the barrier layer correlates with resistance to charge transfer. Moreover, the lower Volta potential for the tetragonal phase implies that it is in fact more active than the surrounding monoclinic zirconia. Here oxidation is supported by the increased oxygen vacancies near the metal/oxide interface. Oxygen concentration gradients have been seen at the metal/oxide interface prior to the martensitic transition to monoclinic phase. This includes a Zr(O)$_{\text{sat}}$ region of a few hundred nanometers at the metal/oxide interface, followed by a shallow sub-stoichiometric region (ZrO$_{1-x}$ to ZrO$_{1+x}$) prior to the stable ZrO$_2$ zirconia [27]. This coordinates with the stability of tetragonal phase, where both compressive stress and oxygen sub-stoichiometry support its
formation. The stable monoclinic bulk zirconia has a balanced stoichiometry (ZrO₂), whereas the tetragonal zirconia is substoichiometric (ZrO₁₋ₓ to ZrO₁₊ₓ). This establishes a p-n junction between the n-type monoclinic zirconia and the p-type sub-stoichiometric tetragonal zirconia. This junction provides an additional barrier for anion transfer to the metal substrate [247]. In addition, the high concentration of holes in this p-type, tetragonal-rich, sub-stoichiometric region causes a reduction in Volta potential relative to the neighboring metal. This provides further support to the barrier layer theory, where diffusing oxygen anions will need to overcome the p-n junction barrier to progress to the oxide/metal interface.

All metal/oxide parameters discussed are summarized schematically in Figure 7.10. The percent tetragonality, stress, Volta potential, and oxygen concentration are shown for different phases of zirconia and zirconium metal. For the metal, the crystal structure is hexagonal closed packed (HCP), under tensile stress, and has minimum oxygen concentration [20]. Crossing the metal/oxide interface, the p-type tetragonal-rich region of zirconia is shown with small, equiaxed grains, high in percent tetragonality, under high compressive stress, and sub-stoichiometric of oxygen. Further from the metal interface the oxide then undergoes the martensitic phase transformation to an n-type monoclinic zirconia phase, where percent tetragonality is at a minimum, compressive stress is lessened, and the lattice is stoichiometric. Additionally, two small grains of relaxed-tetragonal phase are presented in the bulk of the monoclinic oxide. Here, the percent tetragonality slightly increases and oxygen concentration decreases; however, the stress does not deviate from the rest of the bulk oxide. In this region the oxygen sub-stoichiometry supports stabilization of isolated relaxed-tetragonal phase regions, void of
compressive stress. A theoretical representation of a decrease in Volta potential of relaxed-tetragonal phase is included. Based upon the measured anodic behavior of the interface-tetragonal phase, the relaxed-tetragonal phase should also hold relative anodic coupling to the neighboring monoclinic phase with a higher Volta potential. Future studies are needed to further understand the electronic properties and micro-galvanic interactions between oxide phases, secondary particles, and the metal of degraded zirconium cladding.
Figure 7.8. Co-localization between (a) SKPFM Volta potential map with VPD line scan of 1 V range, (b) percent tetragonality and (c) M\textsubscript{2} peak position maps with line scans determined via Raman mapping, and (d) SEM image with EDS elemental line scans for a sectioned sample of oxidized Zr.
Figure 7.9. Co-localization between (a) SKPFM Volta potential map with VPD line scan of 1.5 V range, (b) percent tetragonality and (c) M₂ peak position maps with line scans determined via Raman mapping, and (d) SEM image with EDS maps for a sectioned sample of oxidized Zr-2.65Nb.
SKPFM was used to characterize sectioned Zr and Zr-2.65Nb metal/oxide interfaces. SKPFM provided electronic properties for microstructural heterogeneities across these interfaces. For Zr, the average VPD of the oxide near the metal/oxide interface was lower than the average VPD of the metal. A cathodic particle was seen at the metal/oxide interface in the post-breakaway Zr sample. For all samples (pre- and post-breakaway Zr, as well as post-breakaway Zr-2.65Nb), the oxide nearest the metal was lower in VPD than the metal; for the post-breakaway Zr-2.65Nb, oxide further from this interface was much higher in VPD.
Raman mapping provided phase and stress distributions for post breakaway Zr and Zr-2.65Nb. Tetragonal-rich phase was seen near the metal/oxide interface for both samples. Tetragonal phase near the interface is stabilized from compressive stress and oxygen sub-stoichiometry. The relaxed-tetragonal phase was observed in the bulk of the Zr oxide, while it was not observable in high concentrations in the bulk of the Zr-2.65Nb oxide. The relaxed-tetragonal phase is stabilized by oxygen sub-stoichiometry, voided of compressive stress to support stability. Some of the tetragonal phase seen in the bulk of the Zr oxide had a corresponding compressive stress seen by monoclinic zirconia (M2) peak shift to lower wavenumbers. Therefore, tetragonal phase stabilized with support from compressive stress was seen in the bulk of the Zr oxide. This stress-induced tetragonal phase seen in the bulk Zr oxide was likely supported by nearby crack propagation, creating new stress tensors in surrounding oxide.

Co-localization of SKPFM, Raman mapping, and SEM/EDS allowed correlation of different oxide and metal characteristics. For Zr, a broad Raman peak in the 200–250 cm$^{-1}$ range spatially correlated to the cathodic particle seen with SKPFM. This particle is likely iron-rich, due to the shouldering direction of the characteristic peak and its correlation to the peaks seen in the Raman spectrum of hematite (Fe$_2$O$_3$). Raman laser damage removed the opportunity to observe N and Fe EDS counts to confirm the elemental makeup of the cathodic particle. However, when Raman mapping and related laser damage are omitted, correlations between VPD and elemental makeup of particles can be observed, as confirmed by observation of the pre-breakaway Zr sample. Here, the cathodic secondary particles seen with SKPFM were confirmed as iron-rich with EDS.
For SKPFM/Raman mapping correlations, tetragonal-rich zirconia at the metal/oxide interface correlated to lower VPD than the neighboring zirconium metal and monoclinic zirconia. Raman spectra revealed a thick tetragonal-rich region near the metal/oxide interface, that also had a lower VPD as seen with SKPFM. A small region of higher VPD was seen in the Zr oxide, correlating to the start of the bulk monoclinic-rich zirconia. This was confirmed with co-localized SKPFM and percent tetragonality mapping of the Zr-2.65Nb sample, where a slight drop in VPD seen at the metal/oxide interface correlates to the thin tetragonal-rich zirconia seen with Raman mapping. Therefore, in addition to the barriers produced by the coolant/oxide and oxide/metal interfaces, the establishment of a p-n junction between the tetragonal and monoclinic zirconia provides another required step in the oxidation mechanism of the metal substrate. This supports the theory that the tetragonal-rich layer at the metal/oxide interface is a protective barrier to further oxidation. SKPFM is a useful characterization technique to support the understanding of cladding oxidation mechanisms. This high-resolution, non-destructive technique can be used in the future for hydride detection and growth, oxide stoichiometry and phase distribution, secondary phases’ role in cladding oxidation mechanisms, and irradiation effect of the cladding’s electronic properties. When combined with complementary characterization techniques, the methods reported establish novel experimental advancements that can provide new insight into cladding degradation processes.
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The drastic costs of global warming, both environmentally and economically, are driving the necessity to diminish a dependency on oil and gas for energy applications. Alternative clean energy reliance has been at the forefront of global investment for a more sustainable future. Part of this transitional effort is focused on energy storage via a rechargeable battery. Lithium metal is often considered the “Holy Grail” of rechargeable battery technology, due to its high theoretical capacity (3,860 mAh/g) and low electrochemical potential (-3.04 V vs. SHE), which has the practical capability of achieving a specific energy above 500 Wh/kg when paired with a high-theoretical capacity sulfur or high-voltage Ni-rich LiNi$_{1-y-z}$Mn$_y$Co$_z$O$_2$ (NMC) cathode [62, 66, 248-253].

However, there are key issues that limit the commercialization of rechargeable Li-metal batteries (LMBs), including poor cycling performance or safety concerns from short circuiting. The poor performance of lithium metal arises from its unavoidably heterogeneous surface (Figure 8.1a). The innate variability in mechanical and electrochemical properties of lithium’s native film of oxides and carbonates initiates a cascading effect of heterogeneity into the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI), ending with an uneven electric field and Li$^+$ flux distribution [254]. The susceptibility of increased Li$^+$
flux at thermodynamically favorable sites (e.g., dislocations, grain boundaries, crystallographic and topographic heterogeneities, etc.) caused by phenomena such as the “tip effect” [99, 255] leads to dendrite formation, causing rapid failure via short circuiting. Meanwhile, dendrites with high specific surface area spontaneously react with the electrolyte, rendering accumulation of resistive SEI and formation of isolated lithium (i.e., “dead Li”) during lithium stripping, thereby driving continuous loss of active material (LAM) at the anode side as well as increased cell impedance [62, 253, 256]. To minimize dendrite growth and LAM, a robust and stable SEI that permits uniform Li$^+$ flux must be formed on the Li-metal anode.

The ideal SEI should be dense, mechanically and electrochemically stable to hinder side reactions, electronically insulating to prevent lithium deposition on the SEI, ionically conductive to improve diffusion kinetics, and homogeneous to support uniform Li$^+$ flux and suppress dendrite growth [78, 79, 91, 256, 257]. The spontaneously formed traditional organic-inorganic mixed SEI has poor mechanical strength and loosely formed structure, and thus struggles to tolerate the big volume variation of the electrode during (dis)charging [71, 91]. The inability to control the specific components of the in situ formed SEI could cause non-uniform Li$^+$ flux and ramify deposition, as well as continuously consume active materials, leading to poor reversibility and shortened cycle life.

Rational design of the electrolyte is of great importance to obtain a high-performance SEI. For example, it was observed that the addition of fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) to a carbonate-based solvent shifted the SEI from a mosaic (i.e., mixed amorphous and crystalline) to a multilayered (i.e., layered amorphous and crystalline)
structure. The variability in crystalline grain distribution has a severe impact on ionic flux distribution [91]. Others have shown that additives such as LiNO₃ improve the cyclability of Li||S batteries by forming a stabilized SEI, in addition to lessening the polysulfide shuttling effect [250, 251, 258, 259]. An electrolyte with salt aggregation and limited solvation to Li⁺, such as high-concentration electrolytes (HCE) and localized high-concentration electrolytes (LHCE), can increase the salt’s reduction potential and render a salt-reduced SEI layer (e.g., inorganic LiF-rich) rather than a solvent-reduced SEI layer (e.g., mixed organic-inorganic) [260-263]. Such salt-driven inorganic SEI, in general, has a lower affinity to lithium than a solvent-driven SEI, and thus can withstand structural damage over repeated volume fluctuations during the cell’s lifetime.

Comparing with the in situ formed SEI via electrolyte optimization, the composition and structure of a pre-treated artificial SEI on lithium is more controllable. An inorganic SEI (e.g., LiF) is promising due to its wide electrochemical stability window, low solubility, and low adhesion to Li metal [95, 97, 264, 265]. However, a traditional dense inorganic SEI is generally brittle, and cracks appear over cycling due to the non-uniform lithium deposition caused by an unavoidably heterogeneous or non-conformal SEI (Figure 8.1b) [97, 264]. Hence, new methodologies to form a reliable SEI is highly desirable. For example, Mai and co-workers proposed a lithiophilic/lithiophobic gradient interfacial layer design, which can realize gradient Li⁺ distribution to increase Li⁺ concentration far from the separator side, thus decreasing the risk of short circuit. An underlying lithiophilic ZnO/carbon nanotubes (CNTs) layer stabilized the SEI and simultaneously inhibited dendrite growth, while the upper lithiophobic CNTs layer with a high modulus suppressed mossy dendrites from piercing the separator [83]. Xie et al.
found that controlling the electric field distribution can help to localize Li⁺ flux. Coating the side of the separator facing the lithium anode with an electron-conducting functionalized nanocarbon or ultrathin copper film could regulate bidirectional dendrite growth on both separator and anode to avoid short circuit [266]. In addition, the design of hosting lithium inside a mixed ion and electron conductive scaffold or matrix has been extensively utilized [99, 267, 268]. The high specific surface area of the 3-D scaffold decreases the local current density and thus minimizes dendrite formation, based on Sand's formula in the “Space Charge Model” [82, 269]. The resultant host provides confined space to accommodate Li plating/stripping, thus lessening electrode volume changes. However, for the designs mentioned above, lithium is still exposed directly to the electrolyte, and thus parasitic reaction cannot be easily mitigated [82]. Therefore, a closed host is critically important for stabilizing the Li-metal anode.

Accordingly, we propose a closed-host bi-layer SEI structure on lithium metal (Figure 8.1c). The following are our design principles for such an SEI structure. The outer SEI layer should be ionically conductive and relatively dense to mitigate consumption of active materials. Beneath the dense layer, an inorganic-rich and porous structure in contact with lithium metal can help mechanically inhibit SEI fracture, guide Li⁺ flux and ensure uniform Li plating/stripping. The porous SEI must at least be ionically conductive and the pores should be interconnected. In this case, the lithium can only be plated at the Li/SEI or current collector/SEI interface, while the electron involved in the redox reaction transports through deposited Li metal. The material of the porous structure should be lithiophobic with high interfacial energy against Li to maintain a stable porous structure over cycling. If the porous material also exhibits electronic
conduction, the interconnectivity is not necessary, and lithium is able to nucleate at the available pore sites in the frame structure. In this work, we demonstrated such a bi-layer SEI structure, consisting of an interconnected, porous LiF-rich artificial SEI and a dense inorganic-rich \textit{in situ} formed SEI, which was verified to improve cycling performance.

Figure 8.1. Schematic showing the initial structure and failure mechanism for (a) Li-metal and (b) dense LiF artificial SEI, as well as (c) the plating mechanism for a bi-layer dense/porous artificial SEI.

8.2 Materials and methods

8.2.1 Materials Synthesis

Lithium foil (170 μm, MTI Corporation) is punched into \textasciitilde1.43 cm diameter disks and rolled onto spacers. The samples are then gently polished at two perpendicular
directions for 5 seconds each way to remove native film. A mixed SEI film of LiI and LiF is produced from reaction of polished lithium and a precursor solution. The precursor solution was made by adding 50 mg of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, Sigma-Aldrich, MW~534,000) and 66 mg of iodine (Fisher Scientific) to 10 mL N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, Sigma-Aldrich). Elementally, this describes the 1:3 I:F ratio solution; varying the amount of iodine in the precursor produces different I:F ratios (22 mg for 1:9 I:F, 40 mg for 1:5 I:F, and 198 mg for 1:1 I:F). Similar deposition of a dense LiF artificial SEI is done by excluding iodine in the precursor solution [79]. The artificial SEI is deposited by placing a ~1.59 cm diameter Celgard® 2325 separator wetted with the precursor solution onto the polished lithium foil for 3-5 seconds [79]. Removal of LiI from the artificial SEI and formation of the porous LiF SEI is done by rinsing the surface with equal parts 1,3-dioxolane (DOL, Sigma-Aldrich) and dimethoxyethane (DME, Sigma-Aldrich) solvent, followed by drying in a glovebox.

8.2.2 Cathode Preparation

The sulfur cathode was produced by mixing 1.28 g sulfur (Fisher Scientific, 99.5%) with 0.52 g super P (EQ-Lib-SuperP, MTI Corporation) conductive agent. This mixture was ball milled and further heat treated at 155°C in an autoclave. 0.2 g PVDF binder mixed in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99%) solution is added to the S-C mix with an additional 5 g of NMP solvent, mixed with three 5 mm diameter zirconia balls in an ARE-310 Thinky Mixer for 5 minutes, resulting in 64% active mass. The slurry was rolled onto a 20 μm carbon-coated Al current collector (MTI Corporation) and dried in a furnace with dry air flow at 80°C for three days. The resultant electrode has 3 mg/cm² of active sulfur weight with a porosity of 80-90%. The practical capacity for
1C of this sulfur is defined as 1000 mA/g (i.e., 3 mAh/cm²). LiFePO₄ (LFP) cathode was purchased from BASF. An active mass of 85 wt.% is confirmed, with inclusion of 7.5% PVDF binder and 7.5% carbon black. Practical capacity of LFP is defined as 2.4 mAh/cm², with a mass loading of 13.97 mg/cm² (~172 mA/g). Both cathodes were punched into 1.27 cm diameter disks and dried in vacuum prior to loading into glovebox for cell construction.

8.2.3 Electrochemical Measurements

Galvanostatic cycling of symmetric coin cells was done with a MACCOR Model 2200 (Maccor, Inc.). 32 μL of 1M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI, BASF) and 2 wt.% of lithium nitrate (LiNO₃, Sigma-Aldrich) mixed in 1:1 DOL:DME was used as the electrolyte in each symmetric cell. LiNO₃ was also excluded from symmetric cells to observe the effect of the additive on the formation of the bi-layer SEI structure.

Galvanostatic cycling of Li∥S was done between 1.8 and 2.6 V operating at a C/5 rate following two C/20 formation cycles, with an electrolyte to sulfur ratio of 10 μL/mg. For Li∥LFP, cycling was done between 2.5 and 4.2 V operating at C/2 rate following three C/5 formation cycles, with 36 μL electrolyte per cell. Rate performance testing (RPT) of both systems was done at different C-rates (5 cycles per rate), examining cycle durability with a final 10 cycles at C/2 rate. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to analyze impedance spectra for symmetric cells. 10 μA perturbation was used to acquire impedance spectra within a range of 1 MHz - 0.1 Hz. At least 4 coins cells for each condition were repeated. Majority showed similar performance.
8.2.4 Characterization

Different characterization techniques were utilized both after treatments and after cycling. Post-mortem samples were disassembled in a glovebox, rinsed with 1:1 DOL:DME, and dried in vacuum prior to analysis. A PHI-5600 XPS (Physical Electronics) with an Al (Kα) source was used to provide surface analysis, along with an Ar⁺ ion gun (2 kV, 1.2 µA) for sputter depth profiling. A FEI Teneo FESEM was used to observe morphology and elemental make-up (via energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, EDS). FEI Scios DualBeam FIB-SEM system was used to conduct the cryo-FIB-SEM characterization. All samples were transferred from glovebox to the FIB-SEM chamber with an air-tight transfer holder to minimize air exposure. The sample was cooled to -180°C with liquid nitrogen using the built-in cooling pipeline to minimize the beam damage to the sample. Gallium ion beam with a voltage of 30 kV, current of 7 nA and dwell time of 100 ns was used to roughly mill down the cross-section of the deposited lithium followed by a cleaning process with ion beam at 1 nA. The SEM images of the cross-section were taken using Everhart-Thornley Detector (ETD) at 5 kV and 0.1 nA. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques were used to acquire maps of nanoscale properties of polished Li. Quantitative nanomechanical mapping (QNM) was used to quantify mechanical properties such as adhesion, modulus, and deformation, calibrated with a nominally 8-nm Sb-doped Si probe (Bruker Corporation). Scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM) provided simultaneous maps of surface topography and electronic properties (i.e., Volta potential difference). This is employed in a dual pass, frequency modulated (FM), PeakForce (PF, Bruker Corporation) method to acquire spatially resolved Volta potentials, operating in a pseudo capacitor-like method at a
constant lift height of 100 nm above the surface. A nominally 5-nm, Si-based probe with an Al-coated cantilever (Bruker Corporation) was used for SKPFM acquisition, calibrated with a relatively inert gold standard for repeatable results [122]. Both techniques were done on a Bruker Dimension Icon AFM equipped with a 64-bit NanoScope V controller, inside an inert glovebox (MBraun, <0.1 ppm O₂ and H₂O).

8.2.5 Computational Details

Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [270] code was used to perform all molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Ovito tool was used to perform all atomic trajectory visualization [271]. Further specifics to each simulation are provided below.

8.2.5.1 The Role of DMF to form LiF-rich SEI

The PVDF molecule solvation/de-solvation processes in DMF and N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) solvents were investigated, ensued by the examination of the PVDF migration and stabilization near the Li–DMF and Li–DMA interfaces. A stabilized PVDF near the Li-solvent interface could be beneficial in enhancing Li-PVDF electrochemical interaction, and a formation of the LiF artificial structure.

The initial Li/DMF/PVDF and Li/DMA/PVDF molecular geometry constructions, and the subsequent pcff+ forcefield assignment were performed in the MedeA simulation environment [272]. The pcff+ force field, which comprised of the bond, angle, dihedral, improper, Coulombs, and Lennard-Jones (LJ) 6-9 interactions, was used to model the Li/DMF/PVDF and Li/DMA/PVDF atomic interactions. The pppm algorithm was used to calculate the long-range Coulombic interactions. Lithium-metal was treated as rigid without any atomic charges. A more refined and sophisticated forcefield (e.g., MEAM
can be used to obtain a refined simulation result. A canonical (NVT) ensemble with a periodic boundary condition was used with a timestep of 0.1 fs, total simulation time of 1 ns, and frequency of saving the atomic trajectory information every 1 picosecond (ps).

8.2.5.2 The Stability of LiF and LiI Interface

Embedded ion method (EIM) [275] was used to validate the accuracy of the EIM potential to model LiF and LiI phases. Subsequently, a combined LiI-LiF system was investigated in an isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble with periodic conditions at 1 atm and 300 K, with a timestep of 1 fs for a 25 ps length of simulation for individual LiF and LiI phases and 500 ps for the combined LiI-LiF interface with atomic trajectory information collected every 1 ps.

8.2.5.3 Li\(^+\) Transport Energy Barriers

Li-Li interaction in any Li crystal was described by the MEAM force field [273]. The Li-Li, F-F, and Li-F interaction in a LiF crystal, as well as between Li and LiF crystals were all described in a universal force field [276]. Energy barriers of Li\(^+\) transport through bulk LiF, along LiF surface, and between a Li-LiF interface were observed. LiF(001) and Li(001) have the lowest surface energy [277], and thus were chosen to build the Li-LiF interface. A 7x7x7 Li supercell and 6x6x6 LiF supercell were combined to construct the Li(001)-LiF(001) interface, giving only 0.2% mismatch in the lattice parameters. For comparison, a 6x6x12 LiF supercell was produced in an individual simulation. The charge of Li\(^+\) and F\(^-\) in LiF were set to ±0.8, according to previous research [278].
8.2.5.4 Stress-Strain Testing

The as built LiF and Li-LiF simulation cells were first run in an NPT ensemble for 500 ps for equilibration. The equilibrated density of LiF is 2.52 g/cm³, which is close to experimental data. After that, the equilibrated structures were put into a tensile testing simulation. Stretch strain was performed under a constant strain rate of 0.05 ps⁻¹ until strain reached 20%. The compression strain of the other two directions were applied according to a Poisson’s ratio of 0.326 [279].

8.3 Results and Discussion

A proof-of-concept closed-host bi-layer dense/porous SEI on Li-metal anode surface was demonstrated in this work. LiF was selected for the porous frame structure, due to its wide electrochemical stability window against Li, low solubility in electrolytes, and superior mechanical properties [78, 79, 95, 97, 259, 264, 265]. In addition, LiF has a high interfacial energy against Li (i.e., lithiophobic), which can suppress dendrite nucleation and growth inside LiF, based on the Butler-Volmer model [59, 97, 253]. Nevertheless, the biggest issue for LiF as SEI is its low ionic conductivity, but Li ion transport along Li/LiF interfaces can be greatly enhanced, which will be discussed later. As mentioned in the introduction, the LiF-rich pores should be interconnected, as LiF is electronically insulating. Here, through a simple method of producing a mixed LiI-LiF surface composite by reaction of polished lithium metal with a precursor solution of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and iodine (I₂) dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) [79], followed by a solvent rinse (equal parts 1,3-dioxolane, DOL and dimethoxyethane, DME) to dissolve the LiI, a porous LiF-rich artificial SEI structure is produced. Comparing with dimethylacetamide (DMA), DMF as the precursor solvent
was found to promote the reaction between PVDF and Li-metal, since a stabilized PVDF near the Li–solvent interface could be beneficial in an enhancement of the Li–PVDF electrochemical interaction and stabilization of the artificial LiF SEI structure. The DMF solvent is vital for promoting the initial reaction, as evidenced by a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation where PVDF mobility in DMF is superior when compared to PVDF in DMA (See details in Figure S8.1).

Figure 8.2 presents the surface and cross-sectional morphology, as well as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the resultant LiI-LiF composite. As is displayed in XPS results, LiF and LiI are successfully formed. These peaks remain as a function of depth, suggesting relatively uniform distribution throughout the ~ 4 μm thick composite, although a small number of pores were still observed in its cross-section, due to slight dissolution of formed LiI in the DMF solvent. Seen with EDS mapping, there is an intermingling of iodine and fluorine (Figure S8.2f). According to MD simulation, intermixing of LiI and LiF does not occur, confirming LiI-LiF interfaces present within the composite (Figure S8.3e). LiI phase easily dissolves into DOL:DME solvent, leaving behind a porous LiF-rich artificial SEI structure (Figure 8.2e-h). XPS depth profiling confirms the absence of LiI after rinsing, while LiF is retained throughout the artificial SEI. The absence of LiI along the depth direction implies that interconnected pores are constructed, which is a must for an electronically insulating LiF-rich structure. The interconnectedness of the SEI allows Li plating and stripping in the pores and electronic transportation through the plated Li. The resultant porous artificial SEI is ~4-5 μm thick with an interconnected network of pores varying in size, ranging 100s of nanometers. For comparison, exclusion of I₂ in the precursor solution results in formation of a denser LiF-
rich SEI layer with a thickness of less than 1 μm (Figure S8.2b, Figure S8.4). The dissolution of LiI from DMF during the initial reaction, led to available Li sites for further reaction, resulting in subsequently thicker LiI-LiF composite layer or porous LiF artificial SEI.

Figure 8.2. (a) FESEM and EDS, (b) cross-sectional cryo-FIB-SEM, (c) fluorine and (d) iodine XPS depth profile of the mixed LiI-LiF composite film. (e) Surface and (f) cross-sectional cryo-FIB-SEM, (g) fluorine and (h) iodine XPS depth profile of the porous LiF artificial SEI after rinse with DOL:DME.
The open-frame porous structure is not designed to restrict parasitic side reactions between lithium and the electrolyte, therefore a relatively dense SEI layer should be formed either ex-situ or in situ on top of the porous structure to realize the design of a closed host (Figure 8.3a). The top dense SEI layer prefers to be in situ formed; otherwise, the bottom porous structure would be easily destroyed (e.g. pores being filled) by ex-situ process, such as physical vapor deposition, chemical vapor deposition and so on. In this work, the approach of an in situ SEI was adopted by reaction with an additive in the electrolyte, such as FEC in carbonate-based solvents [280-284] or LiNO₃ in ether-based solvents [250, 258, 259]. Additives such as these have shown to form a passive inorganic-rich SEI layer to protect the Li-metal anode. Further, the material of open-frame porous structure prefers to be electrically insulating (e.g. LiF-rich) rather than traditional mixed ion and electron conductive (e.g. carbon-based). Otherwise, lithium will nucleate at the available pore sites in the mixed-conductive frame structure and SEI will be in situ formed anywhere within the pores, rather than only on the top of porous structure. Since optimizing electrolyte additives is not the focus of this work, 2 wt.% LiNO₃ was used in addition to 1M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in a 1:1 DOL:DME ether-based electrolyte as an example to demonstrate the closed-host bi-layer design.

The electrochemical testing of symmetric cells, assembled as Li||Li, LiF||LiF and porous LiF||porous LiF was conducted with different current densities and areal capacities (Figure 8.3b-c and Figure S8.5). Figure 8.3d shows the corresponding evolution of different anode surface morphologies over cycling, which were characterized with Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM). The
presence of chemical and topographic heterogeneities (Figure S8.2a, Figure S8.6, Figure S8.7) drives the growth of dendrites on polished lithium metal (Figure 8.3d). Correspondingly, evidence of dendrite growth is clearly seen in the symmetric cell voltage profile as a “soft” short circuit (after 31 and 9 cycles, respectively to Figure 8.3b-c), where an aggregate of lithium dendrites press into the separator but don’t penetrate to make contact with the opposite electrode [285]. This is also evident at higher current densities (Figure S8.5).

When a dense LiF-rich artificial SEI is formed on the polished lithium, susceptibility to dendrite growth is reduced, if not completely removed. Rather, the failure mechanism shifts to continuous Li loss. Evidenced with post-mortem FESEM analysis, the surface morphology shifts from granular for polished lithium to a single component-like structure for LiF in the early cycles, suggesting lithium growth under the insulating SEI layer and early stability (Figure 8.3d). As cycling continues, the large volume fluctuations during Li plating/stripping and non-uniform Li\(^+\) flux leads to high local stress and fracture of the dense LiF-based SEI, surfacing fresh sites for new SEI to form via consumption of lithium and electrolyte. Over time, this consumption leads to a more resistant ionic pathway, resulting in the increased overpotential as cycling progresses (Figure 8.3b-c and Figure S8.5). With the chemical treatment described here, as well as by others [79], the retention of native species can still be present (Figure S8.2c), causing non-uniform Li\(^+\) flux and susceptibility to SEI fracture. The removal of native species in the interphase and formation of a conformal SEI is very challenging to accomplish.
However, a porous SEI structure directly in contact with lithium can minimize the influence of native species. As shown in Figure 8.3d, the post-mortem analysis reveals a relatively uniform surface without dendrites or cracking over extended cycles. A dense, uniform SEI is present as a bi-layer, where an *in situ* SEI forms over the top of the porous artificial SEI, stabilizing the closed-host design and drastically reducing active consumption of underlying lithium. That agrees well with much improved symmetric cell cyclability, as minimal voltage hysteresis is maintained when compared to the dense LiF artificial SEI (Figure 8.3b-c and Figure S8.5).
Figure 8.3. (a) Schematic showing the development and retention of the bi-layer SEI structure. (b-c) Symmetric cell cycling of different anode treatments at (b) low (1 mA/cm², 1 mAh/cm²) and (c) high (2 mA/cm², 4 mAh/cm²) current density and areal capacity, with (d) post-mortem FESEM of 1 mAh/cm² lithiated electrodes at increasing cycles.
The underlying mechanisms resulting in the longer lifespan based on a bi-layer SEI structure was deeply investigated (Figure 8.3a). The dendritic growth driven by the presence of chemical or topographical heterogeneities can be suppressed in a process of lithium metal percolating through the tortuous and interconnected pores. The pore walls will not be penetrated or damaged, retaining the interconnected porous structure, due to high interfacial energy between LiF and Li [265, 286]. As metallic lithium grows through the pores during the plating process, the exposed upper region of the plated Li metal in the porous structure is consumed via reaction with electrolyte, forming a relatively dense, inorganic-rich protective SEI layer, drastically reducing continuous reaction between Li and electrolyte. The top SEI layer has no native species and is relatively homogeneous, which would benefit uniform Li\(^+\) flux. As cycling continues, the pathway for fast Li\(^+\) transport is through the interconnected LiF|Li interfaces (Figure 8.3a), as evidenced with MD simulations (Figure 8.4a-b). Here, the LiF|Li interface has a drastically lower energy barrier for Li\(^+\) transport (0.60 eV) when compared to ionic transport through bulk LiF (1.30 eV) and along LiF surface (1.23 eV). Therefore, the increased thickness of the porous LiF layer (Figure 8.2f) compared to the dense LiF layer (Figure S8.4b) should not cause a drastic increase in impedance, as LiF|Li interface is more ionically conductive, which agrees well with rate performances of full cell and will be discussed later. Additionally, the porous structure provides more interfaces between SEI and plated Li, where plating and stripping takes place, thus reducing the local volume fluctuations. Upon the pores being filled, the resultant composite of brittle LiF and ductile Li can further resist SEI cracking. As for the Li/LiF interface in Figure 8.4c, there are two sudden drops in stress at 9% and 17.5% strain. However, no obvious sudden drops in the
curve of potential energy vs. strain and the well-maintained atomic structure at 15% strain differ from the pure LiF crystal with visible structural fracturing (Figure 8.4d). The orientation of LiF and Li is visibly shifted while under 15% strain, which caused the drop in stress. Accordingly, the porous LiF structure, supplying improved Li/LiF interfaces when lithiated, undergoes a reorientation when under strain rather than fracture like pure LiF, therefore lessening the issue of SEI fracture.

Figure 8.4. (a) MD energy barrier simulation of Li\textsuperscript{+} through bulk LiF, the surface of LiF, and along a Li/LiF interface, with (b) LiF crystal and Li/LiF interface pathway schematics. (c) MD stress-strain simulation of (left) LiF crystal and (right) Li/LiF interface, with (top) stress-strain plot, (middle) potential energy-strain plot, and (d) crystal structure at 15% strain. Li and F atoms are shown as purple and red in (b) and (d), respectively.

Of note, the interconnected pore structure and closed-host design both play an important role and are indispensable. For the closed-host, LiNO\textsubscript{3} stabilizes the in situ formed SEI through oxidation of sulfur species. This has been confirmed by previous work [250, 258], as it has in this work. Electrodes observed post-mortem with XPS revealed a decrease in the amount of polysulfides (Li\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{x}) while increasing the higher
oxidation states of sulfur (Li_{\text{xSO}_y}) when LiNO_3 is included (Figure S8.8). These polysulfides can play a role even when sulfur cathode is excluded from the cell, where they are obtainable by the decomposition of LiTFSI salt in the electrolyte. The combination of LiTFSI and LiNO_3 salts is necessary to produce an insoluble, electrically insulating SEI with passive Li_{\text{xSO}_y} species, which can minimize further reaction between Li metal and electrolyte [250, 258]. This prompts that focus should not only be placed on producing a feasible porous artificial SEI, but also in choosing an optimal electrolyte chemistry to form a stable \textit{in situ} SEI layer. In this case, the use of LiNO_3 supported the formation of a stable bi-layer structure, consisting of a porous LiF-rich inner layer and a dense \textit{in situ} formed outer layer.

When there is no LiNO_3 in the electrolyte (i.e., 1M LiTFSI in 1:1 DOL:DME), an unstable, porous SEI with more polysulfides will be formed (Figure S8.8b), which influences the instability of the bi-layer structure, as observed with symmetric cell cycling (Figure 8.5a). Regardless of anode treatment (polished Li, dense LiF artificial SEI, porous LiF artificial SEI), the absence of LiNO_3 leads to ultimate failure of symmetric cell via increasing cell resistance, suggesting the formation of dead Li or severe SEI build-up. However, after 150 cycles, the porous LiF symmetric cell exhibits lower voltage hysteresis (200 mV) than the other anode treatments (455 mV for polished Li, 420 mV for dense LiF). Also, consistent with the cycling performances, post-mortem FESEM reveals less mossy Li, as well as less surface fracture over cycling for the porous LiF treatment (Figure S8.9). This suggests that the porous structure promotes a more uniform deposition of Li at the early stage of growth, thus lessening internal cell resistance at later cycles comparatively to dense LiF or polished Li. However, the closed-
host design is not accomplished when LiNO₃ is removed from the electrolyte, thus allowing consumption of active materials to occur.

The porous LiF anode treatment was further observed with cryo-FIB-SEM after a single 1 mAh/cm² lithiation, where LiNO₃ was included or excluded from the symmetric cell (Figure 8.5b-e). Assuming uniform Li⁺ flux, the 1 mAh/cm² capacity would result in ~5 μm of plated lithium. The thickness of the porous SEI is nearly 5 μm, which means the growth of metallic lithium will inevitably penetrate the porous layer, plating some under the porous layer. Continuous parasitic reaction will happen if there is no protection of a stable, electrically insulating top SEI layer. The porous LiF electrode without LiNO₃ formed an extremely porous, thick SEI after lithiation, where a large amount of lithium was consumed, which is consistent with the presence of polysulfides confirmed with XPS depth profiling (Figure S8.8a-b). When LiNO₃ is included, the resulting SEI after lithiation is incredibly compact (Figure 8.5c). The pores of the artificial SEI appear to be filled with plated lithium. After subsequent delithiation, the porous structure is visibly retained (inset of Figure 8.5c and Figure S8.10a). After further cycling, the in situ thin SEI layer was observed with the thickness of ranging 100s of nanometers, which suppresses further Li loss (inset of Figure 8.5c and Figure S8.10b), agreeing well with the absence of polysulfides beneath the SEI layer (Figure S8.8). The stabilization of the bi-layer structure is further supported by collecting EIS spectra as a function of rest without cycling (Figure S8.11) when compared to cells with and without LiNO₃ after cycling (Figure 8.5f-g). The Nyquist plots presented are fit with an equivalent circuit consisting of SEI resistance (Rₛ) and charge-transfer resistance (Rᶜ) in parallel with constant phase elements (CPE), as well as electrolyte resistance (Rₑ) (Figure 8.5g, inset) [69, 77, 287,
Complete resistance data for equivalent circuit fits is provided in Table S8.1. In the case of resting without cycling, the bi-layer structure has yet to be realized (i.e., open-host), and therefore the SEI resistance continues to increase over time. After cycling and the closed host has formed, a low SEI resistance is maintained (~1.6 Ω at each time interval), while an increase in SEI impedance from 0 to 8 hours resting is seen when LiNO₃ is excluded from the electrolyte (52.6 Ω to 67.3 Ω). Additionally, the initial SEI resistance of the symmetric cell without LiNO₃ at 0-hour rest is exceptionally greater than the impedance seen for the cell with LiNO₃ (52.6 Ω versus 1.6 Ω) due to severe electrolyte loss (side reaction) and SEI build-up after 100 cycles. This reveals that the dense in situ SEI formation fulfills the closed-host design. In summary, such a bi-layer structure will allow uniform Li plating/stripping, suppress Li dendrite growth, and minimize parasitic reaction while also reducing the stress placed on SEI and subsequent fracture that plagues the dense LiF artificial SEI.
Figure 8.5. (a) Symmetric cell cycling of different anode treatments without LiNO₃ in the electrolyte. (b, d) Surface and (c, e) cross-section cryo-FIB-SEM of porous LiF anode after a single lithiation cycle in a symmetric cell (b, c) with LiNO₃ and (d, e) without LiNO₃. (f-g) The inset in Figure (c) shows cross-section cryo-FIB-SEM of porous LiF anode after delithiation with LiNO₃. EIS spectra of porous LiF symmetric cells (f) with LiNO₃ and (g) without LiNO₃, as a function of time at rest after cycling (>100 cycles), with the equivalent circuit model and fits included (raw data as dashes, equivalent circuit fits as solid lines).

In the approach to make the porous layer, tailoring the amount of I₂ (elemental iodine to fluorine, i.e., I:F ratio) in the precursor solution has an effect on cell performance, likely driven by a direct correlation to the porosity or tortuosity of the artificial SEI (Figure S8.12). The 1:3 I:F ratio was chosen as the optimized concentration in the precursor, showing the lowest stabilized voltage hysteresis under 30 mV, which
ultimately defined the superior SEI porosity or tortuosity to be used in full-cell testing with both sulfur and LiFePO$_4$ (LFP) cathodes.

The improvement of lithium anode with a bi-layer SEI consisting of porous LiF artificial SEI and dense in situ SEI is further confirmed with sulfur-based cathode full-cell testing. Cyclic voltammograms maintained similar peak location and intensity with different anode treatments (Figure S8.13a) [289]. For cycling performance, initial formation cycles at a C/20 rate support the construction of the bi-layer structure, being used to stabilize the anode. After the formation cycles, the porous LiF outperformed dense LiF and polished Li anodes, shown in Figure 8.6a-c. With galvanostatic cycling at a C/5 rate (Figure 8.6a), the capacity of the porous LiF cell was maintained above 820 mAh/g after 50 cycles with little to no capacity fading, while the dense LiF and polished Li cells provided lower capacities of 515 and 355 mAh/g, respectively. Along with lower capacities, the dense LiF and polished Li suffered early cycle capacity fade (Figure 8.6b-c). This reveals the enhanced stability of the anode with bi-layer structure that allows increased capacity and capacity retention after 50 cycles. Further evidence of a stable anode is shown with post-mortem FESEM (Figure S8.14), where the anode treated with the bi-layer SEI retained a dense SEI with lower sulfur-content when compared to the polished Li and dense LiF anode. The relatively similar surface morphologies of cathodes before and after cycling also suggests that surface chemistry did not drastically change, thus corresponding to the reduced polysulfide shuttling effect due to stable SEI.

To exclude the shuttling effect on cyclability in Li-S cells, the stable LFP cathode with areal capacity of 2.4 mAh/cm$^2$ was also used to further exhibit the feasibility of the novel bi-layer porous/dense SEI. After formation cycles at a C/5 rate, galvanostatic
cycling at a C/2 rate revealed extended cycle life due to the construction of the bi-layer SEI structure on the anode surface (Figure 8.6f). Following similar initial formation cycle capacities (~145-150 mAh/g, Figure 8.6g-i), the initial aging capacity for polished Li was drastically lower than the artificial SEI treatments and faded rapidly after ~30 cycles. The cell with bi-layer SEI maintained a capacity of 138 mAh/g with 98.7% CE% and 99.2% of capacity retention as well as a highly compact and uniform surface (Figure S8.15) after 125 cycles. Comparatively, dense LiF had less stable capacity retention, showing fade after ~55 cycles and resulting with a capacity of 95 mAh/g and 60% CE% as well as anode surface fracture (Figure S8.15) after 100 cycles. The full cell testing results are in a good agreement with symmetric cell results.

Further, we found the bi-layer SEI design did not sacrifice rate performance. When observing the charge-discharge curves (Figure 8.6g-i), the polarization (i.e., difference between charge and discharge voltage plateaus) is lower for porous LiF than polished Li and dense LiF. The rate capacities for Li-S and Li-LFP full cells are summarized in Figure 8.6e and j, respectively. Similarly, the cell anode with bi-layer SEI design depicts the highest rate performances. This relates back to the increase in LiF|Li interfaces and the improved Li⁺ conductivity along the LiF|Li interface due to significantly reduced energy barrier for Li⁺ transport (0.6 eV) (Figure 8.4a). In addition, the closed-host bi-layer structure can be applied in the high-voltage Li-metal batteries with high Ni-NMC as the cathode. However, the electrolyte, such as carbonate-based electrolyte with FEC as the additive [78, 284, 290], which can resist high voltage, should be used in place of the one (DOL:DME) used in this work. Alternatively, the relatively
dense top SEI layer can be ex-situ formed, which will be studied later. Nevertheless, the current work as the proof-of-concept is sufficient.
Figure 8.6. (a) Li-S cell galvanostatic cycling at C/5 rate with (b-d) charge-discharge curves for (b) Li, (c) LiF, and (d) porous LiF anode cell, as well as (e) rate performance testing. (f) Li-LFP cell galvanostatic cycling at C/2 rate with (g-i) charge-discharge curves for (g) Li, (h) LiF, and (i) porous LiF anode cell, as well as (j) rate performance testing.
8.4 Conclusions

We demonstrated a bi-layer structure, constructed of an interconnected, tortuous, porous LiF-rich layer in contact with lithium and a dense in situ formed inorganic-rich layer on top of the porous structure, showing enhanced anode stability. This was produced through a facile method of forming a composite LiI-LiF coating, followed by dissolving the LiI with a solvent rinse. The resulting artificial SEI was a LiF-rich, porous structure, where an increased number of Li/LiF interfaces for lithium nucleation are made available, thus reducing local volume fluctuations, improving the flexibility of the SEI, as well as decreasing anode resistance due to faster Li\(^+\) diffusion along such interface. Additionally, the interconnected and tortuous pores improve the Li\(^+\) flux distribution and mechanically suppresses dendrite growth, which usually occurred due to chemical or topographical heterogeneities on the Li-metal surface. In early cycling, lithiated sites near the electrolyte are consumed to form a dense, electrically insulating upper layer of inorganic-rich SEI, thus realizing the closed-host bi-layered structure. This top layer reduces the side reaction, allowing extended cyclability on the Li-metal side. This was validated with symmetric cell cycling at different rates and areal capacities, as well as with full-cell testing using both sulfur and LFP cathodes. The design of a closed-host bi-layer structure, consisting of an electrically insulating dense top layer and porous bottom layer, opens the new opportunity to improve the stability of the Li-metal anode and unlock a plausible route for high-energy metal-based batteries, such as Li, Na and K metals.
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### 8.7 Supporting Information

**Figure S8.1.** A temporal evolution of PVDF in DMF solution with snapshots taken at (a) 0 ps, (b) 500 ps, and (c) 1000 ps. A temporal evolution of PVDF in DMA solution with snapshots taken at (d) 0 ps, (e) 500 ps, and (f) 1000 ps. The simulation box size in all simulations is $24.5703 \times 24.5703 \times 30 \text{ Å}^3$.

Figure S8.1 illustrates a temporal evolution of the PVDF molecule in DMF and DMA solvents. The PVDF molecule evolved differently in DMF and DMA solvents, where in DMF the PVDF molecule migrated and stabilized near the Li-metal surface. The variability in the PVDF solvation and de-solvation kinetics plays a vital role and dictates the PVDF residence time (the average time that PVDF molecule spent in each solvent solvation shell before migrating to the next solvent solvation shell) in the solvents. The PVDF molecule was highly mobile in the DMF and rapidly underwent a series of solvation and de-solvation steps before reaching to the Li-metal surface (Figure S8.1b-c). The residence time of the PVDF molecule in DMF solvent solvation shells was very
small (~10s of ps); therefore, enabling a rapid migration and stabilization of PVDF molecule on Li-metal where the PVDF molecule spent extended time (300-400 ps). Such extended interaction between PVDF molecule and Li-metal surface could be sufficient to facilitate a typical PVDF degradation and formation of a stable LiF SEI structure.

On the other hand, the PVDF molecule in DMA solvent displayed a localized mobility with a significantly higher residence time (~350 ps). In other words, the PVDF molecule was strongly bounded to the DMA solvent solvation shells. Consequently, the PVDF molecule displayed a significantly slow migration towards the Li-metal surface (Figure S8.1f) within the simulated timeframe. Therefore, such slower solvation and desolvation kinetics may not be beneficial to promote the Li–PVDF interaction and form a stable LiF SEI structure. Overall, various aforementioned evidence clearly demonstrates the critical role of DMF solvent in a formation and stabilization of the LiF SEI structure.
Figure S8.2. (a, c, e) High-resolution XPS with peaks labeled and (b, d, f) FESEM and EDS of (a, b) polished Li, (c, d) LiF artificial SEI, and (e, f) LiI-LiF composite layer.

XPS and FESEM-EDS were used to confirm make-up and distribution of surface components (Figure S8.2). Carbon and oxygen peaks with XPS reveal the presence of native film species (e.g., Li$_2$O and Li$_2$CO$_3$) [102, 105, 291-293] on polished lithium (Figure S8.2a). Pre-treatments of differing complexity attempt to lessen the concentration of native species [72, 94, 294]. Dense LiF artificial SEI is confirmed with XPS and EDS (Figure S8.2b-c). Two peaks are seen in the F1s peak range, which correspond to C-F and LiF [79, 105, 293]. According to the EDS results, the fluorine distribution is not uniform. Therefore, the waterfall effect initiated by the heterogeneous initial lithium surface led to non-uniform reactivity between lithium and PVDF. The carbon-rich organic regions, along with topographic ridges, are sites of greater Li$^+$ conductivity that readily react with PVDF to form fluoride-rich regions. This facile method of producing an artificial SEI is
prone to intrinsic variability from an initially heterogeneous lithium surface [97]. Similar C-F and LiF binding energy peaks are seen for the LiI-LiF artificial SEI sample, in addition to C-I and LiI peaks [291, 292, 295] (Figure S8.2e). The C-I peak (~618.4 eV) may have been retained after rinsing with DOL:DME solvent, with a slight shift in noise at that range seen in Figure 8.2h. This organoiodine bond appears to not be as readily dissolvable as the LiI compound from the initial composite structure, resulting in slight retention after rinsing.

Figure S8.3. (a) LiF structure and (b) a pairwise distribution function of LiF structure after 25 ps. (c) LiI structure and (d) a pairwise distribution function of LiI structure after 25 ps. (e) LiF–LiI structure and (f) a pairwise distribution function of LiF–LiI structure after 500 ps.

Figure S8.3 shows the MD validation results for the individual LiF (Figure S8.3a) and LiI (Figure S8.3c) phases after 25 ps, and an evolution of a combined LiF-LiI (Figure
S8.3e) after 500 ps. A good agreement between mass density \( (\text{LiF}_{\text{simulation}} = 2.63 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) and \( \text{LiF}_{\text{experiment}} = 2.64 \text{ g/cm}^3 ; \text{LiI}_{\text{simulation}} = 3.98 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) and \( \text{LiI}_{\text{experiment}} = 4.08 \text{ g/cm}^3 \)) and pairwise distribution function \((g(r),\) locations of the Li-Li, Li-F, and Li-I peaks\) were consistent with results reported in literature. [296] The LiI and LiF phases remain, creating an interface between them without strong bonding between the phases (Figure S8.3e-f). Thus, the removal of LiI will produce pores that surpass atomic scale, evidenced with cross-sectional cryo-FIB-SEM, where pores vary in size on the scale of 100s of nanometers (Figure 8.2e-f).

Figure S8.4. (a) Surface and (b) cross-section cryo-FIB-SEM of dense LiF artificial SEI
Figure S8.5. (a) 3C and (b) 5C rate symmetric cell cycling at low areal capacity (1 mAh/cm²) for bare Li, dense LiF, and porous LiF treatments.

Different high rate, low loading symmetric cell tests are shown in Figure S8.5. At 3C rate (3 mA/cm², 1 mAh/cm²), polished Li underwent a soft short circuit after 15 cycles, where voltage hysteresis drastically dropped from 80 mV to under 20 mV range. Dense LiF showed stable voltage hysteresis of 90 mV until cycle 23, where a steady increase in voltage hysteresis ended at 170 mV after 100 cycles. Porous LiF maintained stable voltage hysteresis of 70 mV over 100 cycles. For the higher 5C rate (5 mA/cm², 1 mAh/cm²), a soft short for polished Li occurred after 20 cycles. Voltage prior to short was 190 mV in full range, dropping to under 50 mV after short. Dense LiF had a stable voltage hysteresis of 185 mV for 55 cycles, after which the resistance increased until 315 mV hysteresis was reached after 100 cycles. Porous LiF increased from 160 mV hysteresis to 180 mV after 35 cycles, stabilizing at this value for the 100 cycles.
Figure S8.6. XPS survey scan of (a) untreated, rolled Li foil and (b) polished Li foil, with peak identifications presented. Weight percentages for each identified element is included.

Figure S8.7. AFM techniques of polished Li, with (top) QNM of (a) topography and (b) log DMT Modulus, as well as (bottom) SKPFM of (c) topography and (d) Volta potential, showing a correlation of peaks and valleys, as well as chemical heterogeneities, to variations in mechanical and electronic properties, respectively by technique.

Carbon and oxygen peaks with XPS (Figure S8.2a) reveal the presence of native film species (Li$_2$O and Li$_2$CO$_3$) on polished lithium, which contributes to the issue of heterogeneity on the surface of lithium metal. Pre-treatments of differing complexity attempt to lessen the concentration of native species, especially focusing on removing carbides. Carbides have been observed as “hot spots” for increased ionic flux, contributing to the issue of heterogeneity and instability of LMBs. However,
topographical heterogeneities also contribute to the localized hot spot propagation [72]. Polishing of lithium, while it does reduce oxide and carbide content (Figure S8.6), it also creates nucleation sites at topographical peaks and valleys from the surface roughening [72], further confirmed with atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques (Figure S8.7). Here, both mechanical (modulus, Figure S8.7b) and electronic (Volta potential, Figure S8.7d) mapping of polished Li reveal correlations between topographical and plausibly chemical variations with shifts in corresponding properties. These differences in surface properties lead to non-uniform Li\(^+\) flux, increasing at specific “hot spots” (dislocations, grain boundaries, crystallographic and topographic heterogeneities, etc.) and undergoing rapid dendrite growth.

**Figure S8.8.** Sulfur XPS spectra of lithiated porous LiF electrode (left) with and (right) without LiNO\(_3\) in the electrolyte, examined after (a-b) 2 cycles as a function of depth profiling in minutes of sputtering, and (c-d) the electrode surface after 100 cycles.

After 2 cycles in a symmetric cell, the lithiated porous LiF artificial SEI electrode was examined with XPS depth profiling. When LiNO\(_3\) is included, the bi-layer structure is formed and prevents consumption of lithium metal. Therefore, no sulfur-based peaks
are present beneath the SEI (Figure S8.8a). When LiNO₃ is excluded, the porous layer is not protected by the dense upper layer, and thus the LiTFSI salt decomposes and reacts with available lithium to form polysulfides (labeled as PS in Figure S8.8b). A thick, highly porous SEI is the result of continuous consumption of lithium, further evidenced with cryo-FIB-SEM in Figure 8.5. LiNO₃ stabilizes the SEI through oxidation of polysulfides. Porous LiF artificial SEI treated lithium electrodes observed after 100 cycles with XPS revealed an increase in the amount of Li₂S and Li₂S₂ when LiNO₃ is excluded (Figure S8.8d). When LiNO₃ is included, the amount of polysulfides is decreased (Figure S8.8c), corresponding to an increase in higher sulfur oxidation states (i.e., LiₓSOₙ species and bridging sulfur) [250]. The presence of LiNO₃ reduces to form insoluble LiₓNOₙ, while sulfide species oxidize to passive LiₓSOₙ species. It is evident that as cycling continues, the presence of polysulfides increases, regardless of the inclusion of LiNO₃. However, the inclusion of this additive reduces the consumption of active Li from oxidation with polysulfides in solution [250]. This is of particular importance when operating with abundant sulfur species in solution, either from electrolyte (e.g., LiTFSI salt) or cathode material (e.g., S cathode).
Figure S8.9. Post-mortem FESEM of different anode treatments (all lithiated electrodes) in a symmetric cell over increasing cycles operating at low current density (1 mA/cm²) and areal capacity (1 mAh/cm²) without LiNO₃ in the electrolyte (1M LiTFSI in 1:1 DOL:DME).

Figure S8.10. Cross-section cryo-FIB-SEM of porous LiF artificial SEI electrode after (a) first stripping cycle, revealing retention of porous structure, and after (b) second stripping cycles, revealing formation of dense top layer, with semi-porous inner layer visible.
Table S8.1. Resistances (electrolyte resistance, \( R_e \); SEI resistance, \( R_s \); charge-transfer resistance, \( R_{ct} \)) for equivalent circuit EIS fits of porous LiF symmetric cells at rest (a) without cycling, with LiNO₃ (Figure S8.11), (b) after cycling, with LiNO₃ (Figure 8.5f), and (c) after cycling, without LiNO₃ (Figure 8.5g).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With LiNO₃</th>
<th>( R_e ) (Ω)</th>
<th>( R_s ) (Ω)</th>
<th>( R_{ct} ) (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 hours</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>24.87</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 hours</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>26.76</td>
<td>8.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>31.07</td>
<td>8.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 hours</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>34.56</td>
<td>8.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 hours</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>36.72</td>
<td>9.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure S8.11. EIS spectra of a symmetric porous LiF cell as a function of time at rest, without any cycling, with the equivalent circuit model and fits included (raw data as dashes, equivalent circuit fits as solid lines).

The SEI resistance \( (R_s) \) is substantially higher prior to cycling than the resistance seen after cycling for the porous LiF symmetric cell (Figure 8.5f). The higher \( R_s \) is driven
by the insulating nature of the native species and LiF present in the SEI. Additionally, the open-host structure allows continuous SEI formation, leading to an increasing resistance over time at rest.

Figure S8.12. (a) Symmetric cell cycling of varied LiF porosity, as correlated to iodine concentration in the precursor solution. (b) Voltage hysteresis (i.e., cell potential range for each cycle) for each symmetric cell.

With low amounts of iodine in the precursor (1:9 elemental iodine to fluorine, i.e., I:F ratio), the voltage hysteresis is similar to that of dense LiF, revealing that there is little change in SEI porosity and thus is susceptible to the same issue of SEI fracture. Increasing the amount of iodine to a 1:5 I:F ratio, the voltage hysteresis stabilizes under 40 mV. Increasing to a 1:3 I:F ratio, and thus increasing porosity, leads to a lower stabilized voltage hysteresis under 30 mV. However, with further increasing the ratio, the tortuosity might decrease, leading to Li metal dendrite growth and more dead Li formed thus an immediate increase in voltage hysteresis.
Cyclic voltammograms were collected for each anode treatment after peak stability was accomplished (cycle 5). For sulfur cathode, the cathodic peaks (III-IV) at 2.3-2.4 V and 2.57 V coordinate with reduction of lithium polysulfides (Li$_2$S$_8$ to Li$_2$S$_n$ to Li$_8$S$_2$/Li$_2$S), while the anodic peaks (I-II) at 2.30 V and 1.90 V are associated with oxidation of the Li$_2$S to lithium polysulfide and back to Li$_2$S$_8$ [289]. The peak positions and currents are similar for all anode treatments with LFP cathode, where the cathodic peak is at 3.7 V and the anodic peak is at 3.2 V.

Figure S8.13. Cyclic voltammograms for (a) sulfur cathode and (b) LFP cathode, with different anode treatments.
Post-mortem FESEM and EDS of Li||S (Figure S8.14b-c), LiF||S (Figure S8.14d-e), and porous LiF||S (Figure S8.14f-g) reveals differences in both morphology and sulfur distribution. On the anode-side, bare Li reveals a roughened, granular morphology, showing susceptibility to dendrite growth and formation of dead Li (Figure S8.14b). Dense LiF has a fractured surface, driven by non-uniform ionic flux and failure of SEI, leading to rapid consumption of active Li and increasingly resistive ionic pathway (Figure S8.14d). Porous LiF anode surface is highly compact, dense SEI with minimal sulfur content present (Figure S8.14f). As discussed before, the bi-layer structure cannot form without the presence of LiNO₃ in the electrolyte, which oxidizes polysulfides and
creates a stable SEI film. Here, with the reduced sulfur content and surface distribution, it is seen that the polysulfide shuttling effect is reduced on porous LiF when compared to the polished Li and dense LiF anodes. This is further exemplified when observing the cathodes. For comparison, the as-prepared sulfur cathode (Figure S8.14a) shows a roughened surface of distributed S-rich regions. The sulfur cathode across from polished Li was highly compacted, with excessive sulfur uniformly distributed on the surface. The change in morphology is related to a shift in chemical make-up to soluble polysulfides (Figure S8.14c). The cathode across from dense LiF is also compacted in morphology, with relatively uniform distribution of polysulfide species (Figure S8.14e). As for the cathode across from porous LiF, the surface morphology is similar to that of the as-received cathode, with closely related sulfur distribution in the EDS maps (Figure S8.14g). The relatively similar structure means that surface chemistry did not drastically change, corresponding to the reduced polysulfide shuttling effect.

![Figure S8.15. (a) FESEM of as-received LFP cathode. Post-mortem FESEM of anode and LFP cathode, respectively, of (b, c) polished Li (d, e) LiF artificial SEI, and (f, g) porous LiF artificial SEI cells.](image-url)
Figure S8.15a presents the as-received LFP cathode. Post-mortem FESEM of Li||LFP (Figure S8.15b-c), LiF||LFP (Figure S8.15d-e) and porous LiF||LFP (Figure S8.15f-g) reveal surface morphology of both anode and cathode. Observing the cathode-side, there is not much change in surface morphology, revealing that failure is not driven by the cathode (Figure S8.15c, e, g). On the anode-side, polished Li reveals SEI fracture, driven by non-uniform kinetics and brittle SEI formation (Figure S8.15b). Dense LiF has large SEI fracture, providing sites for further LAM and formation of a more resistive pathway (Figure S8.15d). As for porous LiF, the surface is highly compact and uniform, revealing that the high stability of the bi-layer SEI structure prevented constant consumption of active materials, maintaining stability for extended cycles (Figure S8.15f).
CHAPTER 9 – CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In summary, electrochemically driven degradation of materials limits the expansion and sustainability of many clean energy technologies, including nuclear energy and batteries. There is a notable intersectionality between these two fields, where degradation processes occur through reaction with relatively extreme environments at the interface and consumption of active materials. In order to advance these fields, we must expand our understanding of fundamental science, design novel technologies to address the key fundamental issues, and determine how to get those technologies to a level of readiness where they may be utilized in real-world applications. Advanced characterization techniques should continue to be developed so we may expand our understanding of the interplay among crystallographic structures, thermodynamic states, and kinetic mechanisms. Developing novel interfaces and methods of monitoring reactions in situ or in-pile may provide future pathways for increased energy-dense and resilient systems. With new technologies, based in a fundamental understanding of materials, an expansion to large-scale, real-world applications can foster a new future based on cleaner, more sustainable, and ethical energy.

Along with these efforts, a holistic, diverse approach must be pursued to reach the lofty goal of a decarbonized society that combats human-driven environment destruction. This means tracking and reducing harsh environmental and socioeconomical practices throughout the lifecycle of materials and energy technologies (Figure 9.1). For example, focus should not only be placed on improving the usability of lithium-metal batteries; we
must also diversify from our environmentally taxing materials, such as cobalt and lithium, to other materials like sulfur or sodium. Extraction should also be a point of focus, such as choosing regions and methods of extraction that are ethically responsible. At the end of battery life, finding reuse applications or developing recycling methods will help secure a supply chain, as well as reduce our overall carbon footprint. As is the case in many facets of life, diversity is also a good protocol for decarbonization. We cannot purely rely on one single technology, but rather simultaneously advance many pathways to reach a sustainable, net-zero emission future.

![Vehicle Life Cycle](image)

**Figure 9.1.** From ahssinsights.org, “Vehicle Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) encompasses all phases of the product cycle, from raw material extraction to end of life recycling and disposal.”

For future work, general efforts may be focused into the two key applications of this dissertation, one being sensor development for monitoring cladding degradation in a
Nuclear reactor, the other in anode treatments for the advancement of high-energy lithium-based batteries. Possible future work is also specified for each of my first author publications.

**Nuclear Cladding Sensors**

Sensor development is focused on monitoring the state of degradation of cladding materials in-pile, so that users may be able to operate the reactor in a more efficient and safer manner. An EIS monitor was tested and developed at Boise State University to eventually correlate equivalent circuit models to corrosion mechanisms determined from high-resolution post-mortem characterization. Initial focus was set on comparing EIS-predicted oxide thickness with post-mortem SEM at pre- and post-breakaway oxidation states (Figure 9.2). A relatively accurate estimation of oxide thickness was confirmed for pre-breakaway oxidation state 1, (OS1); however, after breakaway occurred (OS2-OS4, confirmed with a transition to linear mass growth from TGA), the estimation of oxide thickness from EIS dramatically diverged from actual oxide thickness. This points to a difference in mechanism, and thus a new equivalent circuit should be used [297]. Further efforts into monitoring oxide thickness and other markers of cladding integrity with EIS should be continued, so as to provide novel sensors in actual nuclear reactors.
Figure 9.2. Adapted from Reynolds [297]: Correlation of EIS and post-mortem SEM oxide thickness measurement for Zry-4 alloy exposed to 700°C simulated air (80% N₂ + 20% O₂). (a) Thermogravimetric analysis with oxidation states (OS) increasing from 1 to 4 with increasing exposure time. (b) EIS Bode plots at each OS. (c) post-mortem cross-sectional SEM at OS1-4, from a-d respectively. (d) Comparison of oxide thickness from EIS and SEM at each OS.

Further testing methods are also available within the suite of characterization at Boise State University. In particular, in situ Raman can provide observation of zirconia growth mechanisms. A high-temperature (HT) Raman stage has been set up at Boise State (Figure 9.3) to observe the oxidation of zirconium and its alloys in situ, furthering our capabilities to analyze the oxidation mechanisms as a function of time.
Figure 9.3. From Hu et al. [110]: “(a) Dimensional rendering of the HT Raman sample holder, via Harrick. (b) Raman HT Raman sample holder, with arrow pointing out sample cup and circle noting availability for gas or electrolyte inlet and outlet. (c) BSU’s HT Raman stage set-up, including high temperature controller (HTC) and coolant. (d) HT Raman sample holder mounted on stage and set up for Raman spectroscopy with a 20x objective.”
Lithium-Metal Batteries

For lithium-metal batteries, parameterization of early-onset SEI structure is an interesting future focus of work. Varying external parameters, such as temperature, can affect the solvation structure of the electrolyte (Figure 9.4), thus rendering a different SEI structure during redox and desolvation near the lithium-metal anode surface. It has been observed that varying the electrolyte, as well as the temperature of the electrolyte during the initial formation cycles can lead to differences in cycle life when operating under similar aging conditions. Other parameters, such as cell pressure, could play a role in electrode stability (e.g., plating/stripping pathways, electrode density, SEI integrity, etc.) that would influence both capacity utilization and cycle life.

Figure 9.4. Raman spectra of different electrolytes and their components. From bottom to top: (orange) common solvent with peaks between 800-860 cm\(^{-1}\), (purple) diluent cosolvent with peaks between 830-850 cm\(^{-1}\), (gold) mixed solvent with primary peaks dominated by the diluent, (red) LCE electrolyte, with cation-anion interactions (SSIP and CIP) between 710-730 cm\(^{-1}\) and Li\(^+\)-solvent interaction at 875 cm\(^{-1}\), (blue) HCE electrolyte with a blue-shift of cation-anion interactions to 730-750 cm\(^{-1}\) (SSIP, CIP, and AGG), (green) LHCE electrolyte with a further blue-shift of cation-anion interactions to 740-760 cm\(^{-1}\) (CIP, AGG, and AGG+), and (black) solid salt with prominent peak at ~775 cm\(^{-1}\).
Further understanding of lithium foil surface treatments is necessary to produce a surface of increased uniformity, both topographically and chemically. One pathway is by using polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), non-polar molecules commonly found in fossil fuels, to undergo controlled reaction with lithium foil to remove its native film. Research has been conducted on simulating the charge-transfer mechanism between PAHs and lithium, finding that two lithium atoms are inclined to adsorb onto various PAH types [298-300]. Further, an experimental study utilized 0.1M naphthalene (C_{10}H_{8}), the simplest PAH in the family, mixed in high electrochemically stable tetrahydrofuran as a precursor solution to chemically etch lithium metal [94]. However, a link between theoretical calculations and experimental evidence has yet to be determined; in other words, the mechanism by which PAHs react to remove the native oxide has yet to be discerned. Additionally, the role of tetrahydrofuran in the reaction mechanism is also unknown. Studies into different PAHs, along with the solvent by which the salt is dissolved and allowed to react should be conducted. Initial results showed a variation in visual extent of reaction compared to the 2018 study from Singapore (Figure 9.5) [94]. This could be driven by a difference in materials (e.g., initial lithium and its native film components) or variations in exposure environment (e.g., sealed vial or unsealed vial, physical agitation occurring or not, etc.).
Other directions of work worth noting are the design and testing of anode-free batteries and all-solid-state-batteries. In the case of anode-free batteries, a pre-lithiated cathode (i.e., lithium already stored in the cathode) supplies the full cell charge prior to cycling. In this design, the removal of excess lithium required to operate a lithium-metal battery allows a reduction in battery mass and volume, simplified cell fabrication, and reduced cost, while maintaining a high energy density. Here, finding a current collector material or surface that has high lithiophilicity (i.e., attraction to lithium plating) and a reduced activation energy for plating could facilitate relatively more uniform ionic distribution, thus reducing the detrimental effects of dendrites and active material consumption.

As for all-solid-state-batteries, a transition from liquid electrolytes to solid electrolytes has been of interest, due to reduced electrolyte flammability (i.e., improved safety upon short circuiting), improved thermal, mechanical, and electrochemical stability, enabled metal anode and high voltage operation due to reduced active consumption at the anode-side, and reduced excess material for packing in large-scale cells, therefore rendering higher pack-level energy densities. However, large solid-solid interfacial impedances are common, along with design of solid electrolytes with high
ionic conductivity and parameterized defect density. The diffusion mechanism through solids is driven through defects; however, larger voids and excessive grain boundaries make the charge-transfer pathway more tortuous as well as susceptible to dendritic growth. Fundamentally, the charge-transfer mechanism is similar to that of ion transport through the SEI in a liquid electrolyte (Figure 9.6). Further research into designing quality solid electrolytes and reducing interfacial impedances could enable the expansion of all-solid-state-batteries in electric vehicle and grid energy markets [57, 58].

Figure 9.6. Comparison of charge-transfer mechanisms of lithiation for (a) liquid and (b) solid electrolytes. (a) For liquid electrolytes, transport is driven by (electro)chemical potential gradients. Upon approach of the SEI, desolvation occurs, followed by Li\(^+\) transport through SEI by vacancy and interstitial “hopping” mechanism. At the electrode surface, another charge-transfer step occurs. (b) For solid electrolytes, transport is driven by charge mobility and concentration. In the electrolyte, transport of Li\(^+\) occurs by vacancy and interstitial “hopping”, followed by a charge-transfer at the electrode surface.
Chapter 5 – SKPFM

First, a methodology should be utilized, such as calibrating the probe with an inert material (e.g., gold), to have more quantifiable measurements provided with SKPFM for research in specific fields such as corrosion or batteries. One example is using calibrated measurements to compare “snapshots” of a material after exposure to a corrosive environment or after/during cycling in a battery [135, 137, 138, 140]. With improved calibration, quantifying VPDs for small material features, such as grain boundaries, defects, sub-stoichiometry [111], etcetera should be attempted so that we may better understand the driving forces to electrochemical reactions seen in bulk measurements.

Chapter 6 – Raman of Zirconium Alloys

Raman mapping should be expanded to corrosive systems of more complexity beyond a O₂-N₂ mixture. From here, we may start to observe hydride formation or other species that could play a role in the oxidation mechanism. Bulk analysis shows little change in the pathway, but any observed microscale differences such as interface-tetragonal phase thickness at progressive oxidation states. Correlation between post-mortem Raman analysis to in situ EIS measurements of the same material could expand our knowledge of when to fit with accurate equivalent circuits. This may be difficult, as low-temperature corrosion does not lead to thick oxides, and therefore could be difficult to resolve with cross-sectional Raman. However, either rapid degradation at extreme temperatures, or long-term exposure studies could provide an insight that allows oxide progression mechanisms to be accurately correlated to equivalent circuit models.
Chapter 7 – Co-localization of Oxidized Zirconium

Same as Chapter 6, the suite of characterization tools should be utilized to accurately portray different mechanisms of corrosion to equivalent circuit models described with EIS. Observation of more complex systems with the characterization tools can be accomplished; this could include different oxidizing chemistries, different alloy types, etcetera, so we could build a database of information that may not have been well recognized in the field before.

Co-localization of these high-resolution techniques may start by quantifying baseline values of zirconium and its alloys with co-localized SKPFM and SEM/EDS. Variations in VPD values may be utilized as a predictive measure on how different additives affect performance. For instance, iron forms SPPs immediately when included in zirconium [301], while tin and niobium mix with zirconium for some atomic percent [302, 303]. How do these inclusions affect the VPD measurement across the initial zirconium alloy, and how could this drive the corrosion mechanism in a specific environment? This would be a great starting point for expansion of our understanding of the corrosion mechanisms by collecting interval data of various alloys in various environments.

Chapter 8 – Bi-Layer SEI Structure

To start, formation of a more controllable artificial SEI should be investigated. This includes achieving consistent porosity of the layer, as well as thickness. Similarly, a more controllable methodology of depositing the artificial SEI should be developed. The simplistic method of a wetted separator material followed by rinse has a poor tolerance to human error. Designing a method that can expand to a manufacturing-ready level would
be ideal; an example to investigate is a simple spin coating with a controlled precursor solution exposure, followed by an automated, repeatable rinsing step. Quality control measurements could be performed to ensure repeatability – this would require extensive usage of characterization tools. An example would be to use FIB-SEM and XPS to confirm structural and chemical repeatability, respectively.

Expansion of the porous artificial SEI to larger capacity cells (e.g., single-layer pouch cells) should also be initiated. This gives opportunity to see if this design is scalable and usable in a future application such as electric vehicles. Again, quality control efforts to ensure repeatability should be incorporated.
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